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Abstract:
While extensive communication around the sustainability challenges have lead to increased
awareness, the expected behavior change correspondent to that level of awareness has not
been observed. After decades of information-based sustainability communication the research
community recognizes values as important drivers of peoples behavior. Consequently,
communication needs to be designed intentionally, so as to implement the change necessary
in order to shift society to a sustainable level where the global community lives within the
planetary boundaries. This thesis was inspired by this call from the field of sustainability
science for a new narrative around sustainability that would inspire more radical change.
In the first step we used the European Citizens´ Initiative for an Unconditional Basic Income
(EUBI) as a case study, to analyze what types of values the current narrative of the EUBI
speaks to and compare that with the values of the population of the European Union. In the
second step our research focused on what types of Guidelines could be developed so as to
intentionally design a values-oriented narrative.
We identified three ways in which the narrative of EUBI is misaligned with the values of the
population of the European Union. We identified as well 13 Guidelines for designing a
values-oriented narrative that could contribute in moving society strategically towards
sustainability.
When utilizing the Guidelines as a tool in crafting a potentially more successful narrative as
part of a new sustainability communication, the contribution to SSD may be to strategically
overcome the above described misalignment and inspiring more action to bridge the gap.
Keywords: Guidelines, Human values, Narrative, Sustainability Communication,
Strategic Sustainable Development, Values-oriented narrative
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Executive Summary
"Stories are the secret reservoirs of values: change the stories individuals and nations live by
and tell themselves and you change the individuals and nations. Nations and peoples are
largely the stories they tell themselves."
-Ben Okri

Introduction
Our global human society is dependent on planet Earth’s functions of atmosphere, land,
water and biodiversity. They make up a complex system, a web of interactions and feedback
loops, and provide a whole range of valuable ecosystem services that are crucial for the
survival of humanity. Likewise, we are also dependent on the social system to provide us
opportunities to meet our needs, such as those that are not possible to achieve on an
individual basis (e.g. affection).
Several definitions have been put forward identifying the essential conditions, which must be
met, in order to guarantee the sustainability of the system that supports us. In this study we
define sustainability using the definition offered by the Framework for Strategic Sustainable
Development (FSSD). This framework proposes the following principles in order to sustain
the socio-ecological system within the limits of the planet:
In a sustainable society, nature is not subject to systematically increasing …
1. … concentrations of substances extracted from the earth's crust.
2. … concentrations of substances produced by society
3. … degradation by physical means
and in a sustainable society, people are not subject to systematic barriers to …
4. … integrity
5. … influence
6. … competence
7. … impartiality
8. … meaning
In the last decades, we have observed complex changes, caused by humans, in the services
and functions of the biosphere which have caused negative global impacts on both natural
and human systems. We witness, for example, systematically increasing levels of greenhouse
gas emissions, biodiversity loss and harmful chemical pollution as well as reduced amount of
land per capita. All of which puts additional pressure on the eco-systems.
In addition, we see equally serious trends within the social sphere and current economic
structure, exemplified by the issue of fair distribution of resources as an issue intertwined
with social justice, equality, sustainability and economic balance. As a consequence, our
global community faces harsh challenges concerning the weakening and potential collapse of
the social fabric, also known as the social trap.
The conclusion to be drawn, from the examples of how human society systematically violates
the eight sustainability principles, is that our society has not yet reached a state of
sustainability in the sense of the definition presented above. Thus, a gap is identified between
v

our current situation and how a sustainable society functions. As we know it today, our
society has to overcome great socio-ecological challenges if humanity is to survive and
eventually thrive again on the planet. This requires a focus on sustainable development,
defined as the strategic path from the unsustainable to the sustainable society.
Notwithstanding the severity and the breadth of the current trends in addition to recognizing
the gap, mankind might not be doing enough when it comes to avoiding ‘hitting the walls of
the funnel’ (figure below), with the closing walls of the funnel metaphor illustrating the
systematic undermining of the capacity of the social-ecological system to sustain mankind.

The funnel metaphor illustrating the urgency of today’s challenges.
Despite the urgency needed to create a more sustainable society and despite the efforts to
solve the challenges, there is, as of yet, not enough change happening so as to bridge the gap.
This idea of not enough change can be illustrated by two issues. The first regards the quality
of change, namely the need to move from change within the system (incremental) to change
of the system (radical). In that sense radical change initiatives play a very important role.
The second deals with the fact that action levels do not reflect the levels of awareness of the
issues. Regarding the latter questions have been raised regarding the role and effectiveness of
how we currently communicate around sustainability.
The complexity of the sustainability challenge and the lack of enough change illustrated
above, need to be addressed in a strategic way. Such an approach to Strategic Sustainable
Development (SSD) is offered by the Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development
(FSSD). It allows for an understanding of complex systems and to guide action in such
systems. Beside the sustainability principles presented above, the FSSD is characterized by a
systems-thinking approach and by a methodology, backcasting, which starts with the end
goal in mind, backcasts to today’s reality and allows for strategic planning for what needs to
be done in order to achieve such vision.
Due to the above, the FSSD is a crucial tool in the process of strategic sustainable
development. Yet, it appears not to address in depth the aspect of how we communicate
about change and the future.
Looking more deeply into how we communicate sustainability we can see a strategy based on
the assumption that the lack of action is due to the lack of knowledge and that thus the
communication is about disseminating information. By not taking into consideration how
humans make sense of and act upon information, we may be creating an unnecessary barrier
of communication. This is the main criticism of the current sustainability communication and
where research points to that communication can be improved.
vi

The research of sustainability communication argues that focus should be given not only to
what we tell (the message) but how we tell it (the stories). In this sense, it is argued that a
new narrative for sustainability, oriented by values, can be useful. The potential
misalignment between, on one hand, the values that the individuals hold as important and, on
the other hand, the values that the sustainability narrative activate, could be hindering society
from moving strategically and radically towards sustainability.
Research questions
In line with the above reasoning, our research questions are:
RQ1: How are the current narratives of radical change initiatives towards
sustainability aligned with peoples’ values?
RQ2: What guidelines should a values-oriented narrative for radical change
initiatives towards sustainability follow?

Methods
This study has an overall qualitative design. The purpose of the first research question was to
provide empirical evidence to support or contradict the claim of the research field. The
argument was that there could be a better alignment between the values that the narrative of
radical change initiatives speak to, in our case of the European Citizens’ Initiative for an
Unconditional Basic Income (EUBI), and the values that the population hold as important.
The strategy of answering our second Research Question was outlined in the following five
steps. The first step of data collection (1), the second step included an inductive content
analysis that lead to the development of overarching Areas (2) and the third step was to
develop a first draft of Guidelines (3) on the base of the compressed data. In the fourth step
we asked for feedback from experts (4) on our findings. The final fifth step included further
development of the final Guidelines (5) in line with the feedback from experts.

Results
The story of the EUBI emerges as a story about not only mankind’s fate, but also the fate of
each and every one of us. It draws from our common history and points out the systemic
problems we face and the need to create an emancipatory system, allowing individuals to be
free and fulfill their potential.
Concerning the values activated of the EUBI narrative, we found that Universalism, Selfdirection, and Security were the three most activated values. Some values like Conformity
and Tradition are not activated at all with Benevolence and Stimulation showing a low or
very low activation.
According to the data collected in 2012 by the European Social Survey (ESS), the four most
important values for the population of the European Union are Benevolence, Universalism,
Security and Self-direction. The three least important values are Stimulation, Power and
Hedonism.
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For Research Question 2, the inductive content analysis resulted in the development of 7
Areas that contain compressed as well as synthesized knowledge from different research
fields. On the basis of these Areas 13 guidelines where developed that would help initiatives
like the EUBI to craft there narrative in alignment with the values that people hold.

Discussion
There are three ways in which the narrative of the EUBI is not aligned with the values that
people have. First, the rankings of values are not the same between the initiative and the
population. Thus we argue that there is a lack of alignment in terms of ranking the
importance of each value. This is particularly significant regarding Benevolence as the most
important value for the population of the European Union.
Second, the level of activation of the values, especially Benevolence and Security, within the
narrative seems not to correspond to how important they are for individuals. We argue that
the relative importance of each value within the narrative is misaligned with correspondent
importance for individuals. Third, the second claim also appears to be valid within each
value. While the evidence is weaker here, we still argue that there is a possible misalignment
at the level of the sub-values.
Regarding RQ 2 we argue that our 13 Guidelines have the potential of being a strategic base
for the requested new values-oriented narrative for sustainability. The Guidelines where
crafted from the 7 Areas which aggregated the knowledge of six Domains of research. They
should be seen as a prototype that can serve as a starting point for future research.
Under the lens of the Guidelines, the above identified misalignment can be explained and
improved. For instance activating more Benevolence is one of the recommendations. In
terms of generally designing a narrative the members of the EUBI should keep in mind how
values connect to certain words when trying to activate certain values. Finally, understanding
the impact that the narrative can have in a given social structure is also important, as to
understand its potential power.
We argue that we make contributions in the following ways to the SSD. The first contribution
is to overall sustainability science, in terms of shedding light on the issue from a systems
perspective. When utilizing the Guidelines as a tool in crafting a potentially more successful
narrative as part of a new sustainability communication, the input to SSD may be to
strategically overcome the above described misalignment and inspiring more action to bridge
the gap. Finally, we add to SSD by describing how our findings could contribute to a
systematic approach to sustainability, to the potential of more successfully achieving
sustainability and how to bridge the gap.

Conclusion
How we communicate around sustainability and the change needed has been pointed out as a
contributor to the phenomena of not enough change. Findings show a misalignment at three
levels between the narrative of EUBI and the values people hold. We have identified 13
guidelines that we argue hold the potential to contribute to the process of designing a new
type of values-oriented narrative. Such a narrative could contribute to a successful, strategic
societal transition towards sustainability.
viii

Glossary
Activation of Values: Cognitive process in which the use of certain words, images,
metaphors etc. stimulates a particular value or sets of values in the mind of the individual
communicated to.
Anthropogenic causes of climate change: Changes of the capacity of the biosphere are
anthropogenic, i.e. caused by the way human society is organized and how we run our
societal processes.
Basic Income (BI): In-cash, unconditional income regularly paid individually to all
members of a political community, irrespective of their wealth, household situation and
present or past work experiences.
Communication: Activity of conveying information through the exchange of thoughts,
messages, or information, as by speech, visuals, signals, writing, or behavior.
Communication is any act by which one person gives to or receives information from
another person about that person's needs, desires, perceptions, knowledge, or affective states.
Communication may be intentional or unintentional, may involve conventional or
unconventional signals, may take linguistic or non-linguistic forms, and may occur through
spoken or other modes.
Complex system: A system that consists of a relatively large number of parts that interact in
complex ways to produce behavior that is sometimes counterintuitive and unpredictable.
Types of complex systems: Chaotic systems, Complex adaptive systems, and Nonlinear
systems.
Constructivism: A theory about knowledge and learning; it describes both what “knowing”
is and how one “comes to know”. Based on work in psychology, philosophy and
anthropology, the theory describes knowledge as temporary, developmental, non-objective,
and culturally mediated.
Efficiency Strategy: One of the three strategy paths that is utilized when talking about the
ecological restructuring of the national economy. Existing products are redesigned to be
more resource-efficient (incl. lower harmful substances). The guiding principle is to increase
the resource efficiency by a factor of 10 (e. g. “1-liter car”).
European Initiative for Basic Income (EUBI): The Initiative, with members from 20 EU
countries, was formed to collect signatures, supporting unconditional basic income, from
citizens all over Europe to call directly on the European Commission to propose a legal act
in an area where the Member States have conferred powers onto the EU level.
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Ecological Economics: School of thought, which argues that physical flows between the
economic system and its surrounding ecosystem need to be stabilized.
Environmental Economics: School of thought that believes that the most effective way to
deal with environmental problems is to modify the neoclassical economic system and use
market mechanism to create a sustainable economy.
Extrinsic Goals: also known as extrinsic motivation; refers to the performance of an activity
in order to attain an outcome, whether or not that activity is also intrinsically motivated.
Extrinsic motivation comes from outside of the individual. Examples: wealth, material
success, concern about image, social status, prestige, power, authority.
Extrinsic values: Values that are centered on external approval or rewards.
Frames: Are both mental structures that order our ideas and communicative tools, which
evoke these structures and shape our perceptions and interpretations over time. They are
cognitive devices that allow us to understand the world, and they are constructs that activate
and strengthen particular values. Values are abstract concepts, but they are made more
concrete by an understanding of frames, and the way in which frames serve as vehicles to
strengthen particular values in society.
Framing: Is the specific way of communicating a certain issue by making use of existing
frames within the individual or society. This can be done consciously or unconsciously. By
using certain words e.g. someone can try to activate existing frames and therefore make the
information easier to access for a particular audience.
Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development (FSSD): A systems-based framework
that identifies the ecological and social conditions necessary for human survival within the
finite limits of the biosphere. The FSSD is structured with the Five Level Framework
(including the level: System, Success, Strategic, Action and Tool) and a key aspect is the
strategic use of backcasting from the eight sustainability principles.
Funnel metaphor: An image that illustrates the funnel paradigm. This worldview
recognizes, that current sustainability problems are due to systemic errors in societal design,
connected to each other in complex ways and is systematically weakening both the social
and ecological fabric on which civilization depends.
Intrinsic Goals: Also known as intrinsic motivation, this concept refers to motivation that is
driven by an interest or enjoyment in the task itself, and exists within the individual rather
than relying on external pressures or a desire for reward. Examples: affiliation to friends and
family, connection with nature, concern for others, self-acceptance, social justice, creativity.
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Intrinsic values: Values that rely on inherently rewarding pursuits and are associated with
greater concerns than individual ones, such as social justice and environmental behavior.
Learning (Constructivism): From the perspective of constructivism, learning is viewed as a
self-regulatory process of struggling with the conflict between existing personal models of
the world and discrepant new insights, constructing new representations and models of
reality as a human meaning-making venture with culturally developed tools and symbols and
further negotiating such meaning through cooperative social activity, discourse and debate.
Narrative (Etymologically): “narrative” derives from the Latin narrare, meaning “telling”,
and gnarus, which means “being acquainted with something”, “having knowledge of
something”.
Pan-cultural hierarchy/ Pan-Cultural Baseline (Schwartz): Similarities in value
hierarchies imply that there are basic, knowable principles that account for the order of
values in human societies.
Priming: Is an unconscious form of human memory concerned with perceptual
identification of words and objects. It refers to activating particular representations or
associations in memory just before carrying out an action or task. In experiments with
values, priming has been used to activate certain values within the participant in order to test
how they influence behavior.
Radical Change: Change of, not within, the dominant system.
Strategy Paths for a Sustainable Economy: Ecological Economists agree that the growth
paradigm is not sustainable. From their point of view, the growth paradigm needs to be
replaced by a sustainability paradigm, which decreases the scale (absolute use of natural
resources) continuously (in contrast to the relative consumption, which measures the
consumption per capita). This is supposed to be realized by the implementation of the threestrategy-paths for sustainable development (Efficiency, Consistency, Sufficiency). The
hierarchy of these paths is still controversial.
Strong environmental sustainability (strong sustainability): Demands a consequent
economical restructuring of the economy with the help of different strategies (efficiency,
consistency, sufficiency).
Strong Sustainability: The concept of strong sustainability regards natural capital as
providing some functions, which are not substitutable by man-made capital. These functions,
labeled “critical natural capital”, are stressed by defining sustainability as leaving the future
generations a stock of natural capital not smaller than the one enjoyed by the present
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generation. That is, sustainability is viewed in terms of non-decreasing natural capital.
Sufficiency Strategy: One of the three strategy paths utilized when talking about the
ecological restructuring of the national economy. A new lifestyle (dematerialization of the
economy, e. g. new consumption patterns like “life is good, instead of, earn a lot” or “search
of the right level”) and measures for structural change (guiding idea: “as much international
trade as needed, as much regionalization as possible”) should be developed and implemented
gradually.
Sustainability: A state in which the socio-ecological system is not systematically
undermined by societal processes. The eight basic sustainability principles must be met in
order to have a sustainable society.
Sustainability challenge: The challenge faced by society as a result of systematically
increasing unsustainable practices within the biosphere.
Sustainability Principles (SPs): The eight basic principles for a sustainable society in the
biosphere, underpinned by scientific laws and knowledge. The eight Sustainability Principles
are:
In a sustainable society, nature is not subject to systematically increasing…
1. …concentrations of substances extracted from the Earth’s crust;
2. …concentrations of substances produced by society;
3. …degradation by physical means;
and, in a sustainable society, people are not subject to systematic barriers to...
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

…integrity;
…influence;
…competence;
…impartiality;
…meaning.

Sustainable development (SD): The strategic mission to eliminate society’s unsustainable,
systemic errors and create a sustainable society, thereby stabilizing the resources available to
support civilization.
Systematically increasing: The term systematically in the first three SP’s refers to an
increasing deviation from the “natural” (pre-industrial) state of the socio-ecological system
due to society’s actions.
Trade-off: A technique of reducing or forgoing one or more desirable outcomes in exchange
for increasing or obtaining other desirable outcomes in order to maximize the total return or
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effectiveness under given circumstances.
Unsustainable practices: All practices that are not in alignment with the sustainability
definition of the SP’s.
Values: Values represent our guiding principles: our broadest motivations, influencing the
attitudes we hold and how we act. They represent a strong guiding force, shaping our
attitudes and behavior over the course of our lives.
Values Circumflex: A graphic model of values developed by Shalom H. Schwartz. The
circumflex contains 10 broad domains of values, representing a list of 64 different personal
values. These domains are organized around two cross axis, of which the poles are opposite
to one another.
Values-oriented narrative: A narrative that is designed based on people´s values.
Weak Sustainability: Has been defined using concepts such as human capital and natural
capital. In very weak sustainability, the overall stock of man-made capital and natural capital
remains constant over time. It is concerned with maintaining the total capital stock intact,
without regard to the partitioning of that capital among the different types. This would imply
that the various types of capital are more or less substitutable, at least within the boundaries
of current levels of economic activity and resource endowment.
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Acronyms
ESS

The European Social Survey

EU

European Union

EUBI

European Citizens’ Initiative for an Unconditional Basic Income

FSSD

Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development

MB

Marginal Benefit

RQ

Research Question

SD

Sustainable Development

SPs

Sustainability Principles

SSD

Strategic Sustainable Development

UBI

Unconditional Basic Income

UN

United Nations
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1 Introduction
In 1977, humanity sent out phonograph records into space, which were called the Voyager
Golden Records. They contain sounds as well as images about the planet Earth and its
inhabitants. It epitomizes the idea of collectively telling our story, the story of humanity, to
possible extraterrestrial life forms. However, that was almost 40 years ago. How much of the
description of our planet is still true? And in the face of the challenges of our times, what
would the story look like if we would tell it now?

1.1 Humankind in the context of a socio-ecological
system
Humankind inhabits a complex system, the socio-ecological system. This system includes
both human society, made up of the global social system and physical infrastructures that we
have created, as well as planet Earth, comprised of the biosphere and lithosphere (e.g. Robèrt
et al. 2010).
Our global human society is dependent on the Earth’s functions of atmosphere, land, water
and biodiversity. Together, they make up a complex system, a web of interactions and
feedback loops, (UNEP 2007; WCED 1987) and provide a whole range of valuable
ecosystem services that are crucial for the survival of humanity (Cardinale et al. 2012; MA
2005). At the same time, we are also dependent on the social system to provide us
opportunities to meet our needs, such as those that are not possible to achieve on an
individual basis (e.g. affection) (Missimer 2013).

1.2 Sustainability
Several definitions have been put forward, especially since the late 1980’s, identifying the
essential conditions, which must be met in order to guarantee the sustainability of the system
that supports us (Spangenberg 2011). For instance, the famous Brundtland definition states
“giving priority to the satisfaction of human needs, in particular of the global poor, while
respecting environmental limits" (WCED 1987). Another example was set forth by the
International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN et al. 1991 in Spangenberg 2011),
which defines sustainability as "the capacity to maintain a certain process or state for
improving the quality of human life, while living within the carrying capacity of supporting
ecosystems". Most definitions appear to be general enough to be easily accepted by
governments or businesses, but are vague, conflicting, and can be used to mask practices that
are indeed unsustainable (Carvalho 2001; Missimer 2013).
In this study, we define sustainability using the definition offered by the Framework for
Strategic Sustainable Development (FSSD), for reasons that will be highlighted in section
1.8. It provides a set of principles that need to be in place to sustain society (Holmberg and
Robèrt 2000; Missimer 2013):
In a sustainable society, nature is not subject to systematically increasing …
1. … concentrations of substances extracted from the earth's crust.
2. … concentrations of substances produced by society
3. … degradation by physical means
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and in a sustainable society, people are not subject to systematic barriers to …
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

… integrity
… influence
… competence
… impartiality
… meaning

The former being the environmental sustainability principles and the latter the social
sustainability principles.

1.3 Sustainability challenge: environmental trends
Such principles can be seen as a vision of minimum requirements of what society should
follow. Looking at the current situation, we can see trends that systematically contribute to
the degradation of both the environmental and the social subsystems.
Starting with the environmental dimension, we have witnessed, in the last decades, changes
in the services and functions of the biosphere which cause negative global impacts on both
natural and human systems across continents and oceans (Field et al. 2014). Those changes of
the capacity of the biosphere are anthropogenic, i.e. caused by the way human society is
organized and how we run our societal processes (Field et al. 2014; Rockström et al. 2009).
During the last 140 years of the industrial era, our global society has already removed more
than 875 billion barrels of oil from the earth’s crust (Rifkin 2003). The burning of fossil fuel
for energy and use in manufacturing and production is contributing to the anthropogenic
causes of climate change and acidification of the oceans as reported by the UN
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC 2007). Equally serious is the increased
biodiversity loss due to a number of societal processes (Butchart et al. 2010; Saunders 2006)
and, consequently, Cardinale et al. (2012) reports how impacts of diversity loss can be at the
same level of impact as other big drivers of environmental change.
One of the many causes of biodiversity loss is the harmful chemical pollution that damages
the environment and also causes human illness and deaths each year, by the millions (PrüssUstün et al. 2011; UNEP 2013; WHO and UNEP 2008). Harmful chemicals are also found to
be affecting, in quantity and quality, our common water resources (Field et al. 2014). In
addition, due to a global increase in population, United Nations Environment Program
expects the amount of land per capita to be reduced to about one-fifth of the 1900 level by
2050, which will put additional pressure on the eco-system (FAOSTAT 2013; UNPD 2007).
In addition, some of the current unsustainable challenges within the socio-ecological system
are, as we will see, due to equally serious trends within the social sphere, specifically due to
the current economic structure.

1.4 Sustainability challenge: social trends
Our global community faces harsh challenges concerning the weakening and potential
collapse of the social fabric (UNDP 2011), which is also known as the social trap. According
to Boonstra and de Boer (2014), a socio-ecological trap develops from a locked process
where natural resources are degraded with the result that the people depending on them
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remain poor. Boonstra and de Boer continue by stating that piecemeal, incremental change,
will often not be sufficient to break free, and that such traps are hard to escape and people
therefore often find themselves trapped in poverty.
This issue of poverty and social exclusion prevails in society, despite expensive social
systems, as does inequality. Even so-called developed countries are experiencing the
widening of the gap between rich and poor (Deutsche Welle 2014). Oosterlynck et al. (2013)
mentions, in a working paper on social policy and innovation for poverty reduction in
Europe, that, since the 1980´s, Europe has seen increased social inequalities linked to the
wealthy not contributing to the financing of the public budget and the welfare state to the
extent they had in the past. We therefore witness a growing crisis of the European social
model (ibid.) and how growing income gaps are the cause of weakening societal trust and
social fabric, which we earlier referred to as the closing of the social trap.
This issue of fair distribution of resources is receiving growing attention as an issue
intertwined with social justice, equality, sustainability and economic balance (Wilkinson and
Pickett 2010). But in the wake of the development of the globalized knowledge-based
economy, there is a rise in social inequality with lower skilled people experiencing widening
wage disparities (Oosterlynck 2013).
Earlier on, the creation of wealth inspired economic theorists to begin searching for the
variables of social well-being. They identified natural resources as important determinants of
well-being and, moreover, developed the idea of growth in order to overcome the problem of
poverty. This is often explained with the analogy of a cake, whereby society, by means of
increasing production, will grow the slices ever bigger for each individual (Perman 2011).
However, mankind started to acknowledge the limits to planet Earth, as well as the
subsequent limits to the economic model of growth and recognize that society has reached
those limits. Since the report “Limits to Growth”, published in 1972, the global society is
realizing that the dominant growth theory does not free society from poverty (Meadows et al.
1972) and that we will need to find new ways of distributing our common resources.
There is also a recognized need to develop "the work towards social change by deepening
and broadening of participation, the establishment of more inclusive organizational
procedures, the development of the capacity for collective action and the fundamental change
of human attitudes and behavior" (Oosterlynck 2013, p.3). Accordingly, United Nations
Development Program reports that working with poverty reduction is at the core to support
transformational change in society (UNDP 2013). As we can see, from the above reasoning,
basic human needs are, to a large extent, not fulfilled within society today and, in some cases,
we even see worsening trends, despite considerable efforts.

1.5 The gap: achieving sustainable development
From the above, it appears that human society systematically violates the eight sustainability
principles. Current trends, like the ones associated with poverty, correspond with the ongoing
violations of the social sustainability. The systematically increasing anthropogenic negative
effects which could produce irreversible changes within the system and impacts on human
well-being are also clear. The conclusion to be drawn is that our society has not yet reached a
sustainable behavior in the sense of the definition presented above.
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Thus, a gap is identified between our current situation and how a sustainable society
functions. It is clear that our society, as we know it today, has to overcome great socioecological challenges if humanity is to survive and eventually thrive again on the planet
(Diamond 2011). Such a situation requires a focus on sustainable development, which can be
defined as a “strategic mission to eliminate society’s unsustainable, systemic errors and
create a sustainable society, thereby stabilizing the resources available to support
civilization” (Robèrt et al. 2010, 14).

1.6 Failure at bridging the gap
Notwithstanding the severity of the current trends in addition to recognizing the gap,
mankind might not be doing enough when it comes to avoiding ‘hitting the walls of the
funnel’ (Figure 1.1). The closing walls of the funnel, illustrate the systematic undermining of
the capacity of the social-ecological system to sustain mankind (Harich 2010; Sterman 2011).

Figure 1.1 The Funnel Metaphor (Robèrt 2000)
For instance, despite the global efforts and some progress, since the Rio Earth Summit in
1992, in addressing the above challenges, we still have not managed to change direction and
reduce the damage of current ways of running our society (Starke 2012). Many countries are
still increasing their greenhouse gas emissions despite the agreement in the Kyoto protocol
from 1997 (UNFCCC 2014) and UN data reveals the inability of nations to take action on
climate change and greenhouse gas emissions (Flowing data n.d.).
Researchers further state that, even considering the powerful evidence, the political
leadership still has failed to develop adequate policies to address the challenges of human
development (Cardinale et al. 2012; Starke 2012). In line with that, Rockström et al. (2009)
estimate, in their research on planetary boundaries, that three of the planetary boundaries:
climate change, rate of biodiversity loss and changes to the global nitrogen cycle, have
already been transgressed by humanity.
Despite the urgency needed to create a more sustainable society, as illustrated by the funnel
metaphor, and despite the efforts to solve the sustainability challenge, as described above,
there is, as of yet, not enough change happening in the world to bridge the gap (Robèrt et al.
2013a; UNFCCC 2014; UNEP 2013).
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1.7 Not enough change
This idea of not enough change appears to be rooted in the following: the quality of change is
not sufficient enough and the level of action in society does not reflect the level of awareness.
Both aspects of this twofold challenge points to the subsequent need of radical change.
1.7.1 Not enough change: quality of change
The first dimension speaks to the quality of change. We have chosen the idea of the strategic
paths for a sustainable economy (Huber 2000b, 275; Rogall 2008, 134), which are
fundamental to the prevailing school of thought in sustainability science, to explain this
aspect. In the following section, we will explore how these strategies support the argument of
need of radical change in order to move society in a sustainable direction.
According to Huber (2000b, 275), the recommendations in UN documents and other
literature on sustainable development can be structured into (1) efficiency, (2) consistency,
(3) sufficiency strategies as the three different strategies for achieving sustainability.
The efficiency strategy concentrates on the resource input of products. The introduction of
certain political-legal instruments promotes a competition between companies for the
products with the lowest pollution level (Rogall 2008, 135). The efficiency strategy provides
a technical oriented solution to the sustainability challenge. This approach has high
acceptance within society and therefore is the dominant strategy fostered by many industries
(Huber 2000b, 279f; Rogall 2008, 136). In the long run, this strategy can be seen as a bridge
to buy us more time, and only that, as there are limitations to it:
(1) It will lead to saving and nothing but saving, as even a reduced consumption is still
consumption. In other words, this does not solve the problem of a declining stock of nonrenewable resources (Huber 2000b, 280), nor does it ensure the optimal extraction/harvest
rate of renewable resources. A strategy that is only founded on saving will not lead to a
sustainable society, for only restrictions for the extraction and use of those will lead to an
improvement of the situation (Boulanger 2009).
(2) The saving of the resources lead to decreasing costs; in various examples (e. g. car
engines) it has been shown that this saving is being used for additional units of the same or
other services (Rebound Effect) (Alcott 2008; Rogall 2008). In other words, the savings are
being consumed immediately, which does not serve the initial intention (Boulanger 2009).
(3) If the trend of increasing consumption continues, the efficiency earnings will be
compensated in the long run (increasing consumption in developed as well as developing
countries as well as populations growth) (Rogall 2008, 136).
When looking at the model of life-cycles of innovations Huber (2000a) argues, as
development progresses and leaves the takeoff phase behind, that the marginal benefit (MB)
is close or already reached. Therefore, further efforts of increasing efficiency are not “future
oriented” any more, but conservative in the sense of conservation of structure or not
promotion of structural change (Huber 2000a, 8).
Following the argument of those who advocate strict/radical sustainability a more radical
change is needed, one that goes beyond the efficiency approaches (Boulanger 2009; Rogall
2008). As the achievement of a sustainable society demands a socio-economic, cultural and
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institutional change (Boulanger 2009), both the consistency as well as the sufficiency
strategy, although to different degrees, demands a restructuring of the dominant system.
In line with the above argued, we conclude that more radical change is needed to move
society toward a sustainable future. Radical change is defined from the point of view of the
consistency and sufficiency strategies, as change, not within, but of the dominant system. For
that we need radical change initiatives as vehicles of such change, i.e. initiatives that work for
the change of the dominant system.
1.7.2 Not enough change: the level of action in society does not
reflect the level of awareness:
Yet, it is not only the fact that there is a lack of enough radical change in society that seems
to be hindering our ability to bridge the gap. It is also the fact that the scope of our individual
actions do not reflect our awareness of the challenges.
Individuals, as the ultimate enactors of change, are required to achieve the necessary change
(Wolf and Moser 2011). Yet acting is not easy as our brains are not well equipped to deal
with the sustainability challenge (Butler 2008; Markowitz and Shariff 2012; Sterman 2011).
The understanding of sustainability “poses significant challenges to our perceptual, cognitive
and affective information processing systems” (Markowitz and Shariff 2012, 243) as it is
highly complex and uncertain, often invisible, remote, abstract, global, and lacking high
individual action impact (Herrick and Pratt 2013; Newig et al. 2013).
Therefore it is not surprising that despite the high level of public awareness (Schultz 2001;
Wolf and Moser 2011), to the point of “reaching saturation levels” (Moser 2010, 32), there is
insufficient behavioral change (Nisbet 2009; Wolf and Moser 2011) with several actions
having little to no practical impact (Csutora 2012; Wolf and Moser 2011, 61).
For instance, studies conducted on the engagement around global warming in the U.S.A.
noticed that only 18% of the population was actively engaged in the subject (Maibach et al.
2011). This pattern is seen throughout the different ways in which individuals organize. For
example, although businesses recognize the urgency of the issue, the level of action is still
limited when compared with what we need to do (Bonnedahl and Eriksson 2011; CERES
2014).
As a consequence, the need to understand how individuals could be inspired to take more
action is a priority (Clark et al. 2003; Kaplan 2000; Schultz and Zelezny 1999). Specifically,
questions have been raised regarding the role and effectiveness of how we currently
communicate sustainability (Moser and Dilling 2011; Schultz and Zelezny 2003) due to its
essential role of enabling public engagement (Wibeck et al. 2013) through the transfer of
knowledge (Newig et al. 2013).

1.8 The Framework for Strategic Sustainable
Development
The complexity of the sustainability challenge and the lack of enough change illustrated
above needs to be addressed in a strategic way. A strategic approach to Sustainable
Development, i.e. Strategic Sustainable Development (SSD), guarantees a shared language,
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coordinated responses and a better use of our resources in order to solve the problem (Robèrt
et al. 2010).
The Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development (FSSD) offers such an approach (see
for instance Robèrt et al. 2002; 2013). The framework provides a strategic, robust and
scientific peer-reviewed base and has been applied in several domains such as in the business
world (Ny et al. 2006; Robèrt et al. 2013a; 2013b). While the authors of the model recognize
the difficulty of the task (Robèrt et al. 2010, 17), the framework is designed to create
understanding of complex systems and to guide action in such systems, as the socioecological system (Robèrt et al. 2013a), and thus can be a useful contribution in bridging the
gap.
This Framework is comprised of five different levels (see e.g. Robèrt et al. 2010). In a brief
way, the systems level provides an overview of the system, i.e. human society within the
biosphere. The second level, the success level, is comprised of principles for success within
the system, i.e. the sustainability principles presented previously in this chapter. The third
level provides the guidelines for the strategic prioritization of the actions (fourth level) to be
taken towards success. The final level, tools level, includes for instance tools or methods to
support the process.
The Framework is also characterized by the overall approach of systems thinking which
provides an overview of reality as a set of interrelated parts that behave accordingly with
interaction between them (Robèrt et al. 2010; Waldron et al. 2008). Such an approach
guarantees an understanding of the interconnectedness of the problems within the
sustainability challenge, which avoids disconnected isolated solutions and guarantees
strategic actions (Broman et al. 2014).
A central method is backcasting, meaning that the planning is done with the final goal, a
vision of success, as a starting point. Such methodology is particularly useful in the current
situation as it supports the handling of complexity by using principles to guarantee a full
view of complexity (Holmberg and Robèrt 2000). From that vision of success we backcast to
the reality of today and explore what needs to be done to achieve such a vision (Holmberg
1998). At the societal level, the vision of success is a sustainable society, bounded by the
sustainability principles outlined in section 1.2 (Robèrt et al. 2010).
Given this approach of the FSSD to sustainability we argue that it can help addressing the
aspect of the quality of change. Departing from the concepts of weak (incremental) and
strong (radical) sustainability (Rogall 2008, 115; Williams and Millington 2004, 100), it can
be argued that the definition of sustainability provided by the FSSD can be seen as an
approach for radical sustainability. In as much as the sustainability principles speak to the
conditions given by ecological economics of strong sustainability: “that the economy is an
open subsystem of the finite and non-growing global ecosystem, the environment” (Costanza
et al. 1991; Daly 1991a; 1991b in Hediger 1999; Rogall 2008, 105). “[Strong sustainability]
is a physical principle which is founded upon the laws of thermodynamics, and requires that
certain properties of the physical environment must be sustained. As a minimum necessary
condition, ‘strong sustainability’ requires that the total stock of natural capital remains
constant over time” (Costanza 1991; Costanza et al. 1991; Daly 1991a; Pearce et al. 1994 in
Hediger 1999; Rogall 2008, 105f). Thus, the use of the sustainability principles within the
FSSD can support a strategic, radical-change approach to sustainability.
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Therefore, we argue that the FSSD could be a crucial tool in the process of SSD. Yet, it
appears that the FSSD does not to address in depth the second aspect of not enough change:
how we communicate about change and the future. It explains that when talking about the
vision we are talking about the future “with all the new, inspiring possibilities and changing
demands” (Robèrt et al. 2010, 173) while not explicitly addressing how to communicate it.

1.9 Sustainability communication
As argued before, how we communicate sustainability can be seen as a hinderer to more
individual action. In this section we highlight the weaknesses of the current communication
strategy as well as point to an alternative communication strategy that could address such
weaknesses.
1.9.1 Current strategy: fact-based communication and targeting
specific values
The current strategy can be characterized by being based on facts and by appealing to a
specific set of values.
Fact-based communication
The current communication for sustainability has been mainly characterized by the idea that
it is all about the dissemination of the right information (Johnson 2011; Hobson 2002). In this
fact-focused rational approach “facts are assumed to speak for themselves” (Nisbet 2009, 14)
while being “interpreted by all audiences in a similar way” (Nisbet 2009, 14). Yet, after 30
years of such communication, people still struggle to understand what is trying to be
communicated (Brown 2013; Wolf and Moser 2011).
Even if recognizing that information has an important role to play (Van de Velde et al. 2010;
Wolf and Moser 2011), this assumption has been increasingly criticized (Hobson 2002;
Kaplan 2000; Newig et al. 2013; Wibeck, Neset, and Linnér 2013; Wolf and Moser 2011).
The basis of that critique lies in the extensive research (see Wolf and Moser 2011 for an
overview) supporting the fact that, due to our bounded rationality and awareness (Chugh and
Bazerman 2007; Simon 1972; 1982), “people are not ‘blank slates’ receiving information
(…) and interpreting it at face value” (Wolf and Moser 2011, 550), but rather that we
interpret such information through biased narratives that are forged by values, past
experiences, tolerance to uncertainty, etc. (Nisbet 2009; Wolf and Moser 2011).
These narratives are the stories we tell ourselves as a way to make sense of the world, give
reality coherence and meaning and to help guide action (Andrews, Squire, and Tamboukou
2008; Denzin and Lincoln 2011; Lissack 1997; Scott and Marshall 2009; Springett 2003).
They can be defined as “interpretive storylines that set a specific train of thought in motion,
communicating why an issue might be a problem, who or what might be responsible for it,
and what should be done about it” (Nisbet 2009, 15). So, when we receive information we
pay attention to the story, not so much the facts (Herrick and Pratt 2013; McNall and Basile
2013) and how it is aligned with our own deeply held sense of self (Moser and Dilling 2011).
What is more, our (initial) interpretations of what is wrong or right are often ‘irrational’,
automatic, fast, visceral and not always conscious (Clark, Kotchen, and Moore 2003;
Kahneman 2012; Moore 2007; Zwaan 1999). Thus the way information is narrated becomes
of extreme importance (Kaplan 2000; Scott and Marshall 2009, 263) as it can be rejected
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quickly just if the way it is explained is not aligned enough with the listener’s narrative
(Moser and Dilling 2011; Van de Velde et al. 2010). This concept helps clarify why passing
on information without taking the audience into consideration is not sufficient enough to
solve the issue. Despite this knowledge, the sustainability communication is still highly
focused on the message (Moser and Dilling 2011).
By not taking into consideration how humans make sense and act upon information, we are
creating an unnecessary barrier of communication (Johnson 2011; Kaplan 2000; Kumar and
Singhal 2012; McNall and Basile 2013; Van de Velde et al. 2010). This is the main criticism
of the current communication for sustainability and where research points out that
communication can be improved.
Communication targets certain values
Current sustainability communication is also characterized by an association with certain
types of values (Johnson 2011; Markowitz and Shariff 2012). The audience’s collective
imagination is often populated with ideas of shaggy-haired liberals and progressive political
agendas (Broder 2009). The ideas presented are often narrated in altruistic 'lets save the
world through personal sacrifice' kind of ways (Kaplan 2000; Schultz and Zelezny 2003),
appealing predominantly to those who reject dominant values of materialism, wealth, etc.
(Schultz and Zelezny 2003). Other types of values, such as more egoistic ones, have mostly
been deemed as “unfit” for sustainable behavior, as research shows strong correlations
between altruistic values with sustainable behavior (Schultz and Zelezny 2003).
This characteristic has also been criticized. As mentioned before, we make sense of reality
depending on how it relates to our narrative. This effect is seen as a confirmation bias where
we tend to i) look for information that confirm our narrative and disregard the one that
conflicts with it; and ii) resist changing our narrative (Johnson 2011; McNall and Basile
2013; Nisbet 2009). A direct consequence of that is that a narrative of sustainability is only
effective if it is relevant to the audience’s narrative (Moser 2010; Van de Velde et al. 2010).
For instance, due to how the climate change question was explained in the U.S.A.,
conservatives largely oppose climate change actions while liberals tend to be in favor
(Markowitz and Shariff 2012, 244; Schultz and Zelezny 2003).
So, the criticism is that current communication narratives are aligned with certain values
while excluding others. This is critiqued because while evidence points out that certain values
have stronger correlation with sustainable behavior (Moser and Dilling 2011), research also
shows that egoistic values can also lead to such behavior (Clark, Kotchen, and Moore 2003;
Schultz and Zelezny 1999), although for different reasons (Johnson 2011; Schultz 2001).
Thus the assumption that only “good” motives can lead to “good” behavior does not hold
(Kaplan 2000). Moreover, it has been argued that part of the reason why altruistic values
currently correlate more strongly with sustainable behavior is because current communication
does not motivate people with other values to act (e.g. egoistic values). When messages were
narrated to address egoistic values people with such values did act (Markowitz and Shariff
2012; Schultz and Zelezny 2003).
1.9.2 A values-oriented narrative
"Stories are the secret reservoirs of values: change the stories individuals and nations live by and tell
themselves and you change the individuals and nations. Nations and peoples are largely the stories they tell
themselves."
- Ben Okri
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Given the above, it is clear that a new communication strategy could be beneficial as a
complement to the FSSD, specially in addressing the communication questions related to the
idea of mismatch between the levels of awareness and of action. A new communication
“based on a coherent conception of human nature” (Kaplan 2000, 492) is called for, both
from academia (Markowitz and Shariff 2012; McNall and Basile 2013; 2014; Schultz and
Zelezny 2003; Sterman 2011) as well as civil society (Common Cause 2014; Frameworks
Institute 2014; ecoAmerica 2014), so as to turn human nature from a hindrance into a
promoter of behavioral change (Johnson 2011; Morton et al. 2011).
Specifically, it is argued that a strategy built around compelling narratives that resonate with
a wider set of values could galvanize more people into taking action (Herrick and Pratt 2013;
Johnson 2011; McNall and Basile 2014;). The idea is not to let go of the underlying facts of
the message, but rather to be intentional in designing them in a way that more people can
relate to (Nisbet 2009, 14), and stop focusing only on the “already convinced” (Johnson
2011, 977) since those are less affected by the narrative than others that are more skeptical
(Van de Velde et al. 2010).
Given the importance that radical change has and the role that values play on determining
behavior when the situation is radically different, we argue that such narratives are extra
important for radical change initiatives that work towards sustainability.
Shifting into existing research, we see that the field of sustainability communication has
mostly been dealing with pointing out the need for better communication that take narratives
and values into the equation (McNall and Basile 2013; Moser and Dilling 2011, 166).
Researchers have focused on how narratives for change towards sustainability have been
designed to address certain groups (Kaplan 2000; Markowitz and Shariff 2012; McNall and
Basile 2014; Schultz and Zelezny 2003). For example, the narrative of climate change as a
question of morals being aligned with a religious narrative (McNall and Basile 2014; Nisbet
2009) or as a matter of natural security worse than terrorism as a way to address conservative
individuals (Moser 2010).
Yet, little empirical research is available. The few studies done to date either focused on the
values (for example Schultz and Zelezny 2003) or on the narratives (for example Nisbet
2009), but none that focused on both concepts, i.e. what kind of values are present, what
narratives are being used and how the both relate. Although researchers have pointed out the
intentional use of narratives oriented by values as standard practice in communication,
especially in the field of politics or public policy (Maibach et al. 2011; McNall and Basile
2013; Morton et al. 2011;), to our knowledge, most importantly, there is also no literature in
the field of sustainability communication on how to intentionally design values-oriented
narratives.

1.10

Purpose and research question

New narratives of radical change initiatives towards sustainability, oriented by values, appear
to be needed as they address the weakness of a fact-based communication. Moreover, the
potential misalignment between the values that the individuals hold as important and the
values that the sustainability narrative activate, could contribute to communicate
sustainability in a better way. A better communication could in turn contribute for society to
move strategically and radically towards sustainability.
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The field of sustainability communication, while acknowledging this need, has not provided
strong empirical evidence to back up this claim or guidelines that would allow for better
narratives to be designed. This is the gap that we have identified and try to provide a tentative
solution to. Accordingly, our research questions are:
RQ1: How are the current narratives of radical change initiatives towards
sustainability aligned with peoples’ values?
RQ2: What guidelines should a values-oriented narrative for radical change initiatives
towards sustainability follow?
The first question aims at understanding, if and how the current narratives, through the values
they activate, are in line with the values that the population hold as important. This question
can strengthen, through empirical evidence, the idea that there is a lack of alignment, as well
as, provide insights into what such lack of alignment looks like. Based on the preliminary
evidence of the research field that the narratives could be improved, the second Research
Question deals with the designing of new narratives. The aim is to understand what principles
can guide the crafting of a narrative based on values.
Ultimately, the main motive of this thesis is to contribute to advancing society, strategically
and radically, towards sustainability. Accordingly, and given the situation outlined above, the
purpose of our research is to provide insights into what guidelines radical change initiatives
could use to design better narratives based on values to advance society, strategically,
towards a sustainable society. As such, we define the following research goals:
• Identify how the current narratives and peoples’ values are aligned in terms of values. As
it will be discussed in the next chapter we use a case-study of the European Citizens’
Initiative for an Unconditional Basic Income and compared it with the European Union
population;
• Identify potential guidelines that could support the design of values-oriented narratives;
• Discuss how such guidelines could improve the current narratives;
• Discuss the practical and theoretical implications of these findings to SSD, especially in
connection to the FSSD in terms of how does our research informs the FSSD and viceversa;

1.11

Scope and delimitations

The lack of similar research in the field of sustainability communication, the inherent
limitations of a master thesis, such as time, as well as the nature of research, where the
building of knowledge is best seen as a process (Sutton and Staw 1995; Weick 1995), limit
our research as tentative and exploratory.
For instance, regarding RQ1 we are using a case study, as it will be elaborated in the
following chapter. Thus all findings and recommendations are mostly concerning the case
study used and cannot be generalized unless specifically argued during our discussion. This is
particularly true as no other case studies could be found to support or disregard our findings.
RQ2 departs from a research field where the domains from where guidelines could emerge
are not identified. Thus, the exploratory nature of this research and the need for further
research is clear.
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2 Methodology
2.1 Overall research design
The field of sustainability science, which was launched about a decade ago, still heavily
relies on a descriptive-analytical or problem-focused mode (Wiek et al. 2012). However, in
the past few years, an emerging pathway within the field of sustainability science has brought
forth evidence of a need for more anticipatory, exploratory and participatory research
designs.
This approach is expected to result in the development of more interdisciplinary practices and
implementations for sustainability (Wiek et al. 2012). The overall study approach of this
work aimed to anchor the research and expected results within the above-mentioned
emerging field of knowledge, with the aim of contributing with more solutions-based
research results (Miller et al. 2014).
To answer the Research Questions this study chose an overall qualitative design with an
exploratory nature of the study, reasons for which are developed below. Holme (1997, 78)
finds a qualitative research design especially valuable when the field of research is emerging,
unique or possibly deviant.
A qualitative approach is also helpful when the researcher is interested in contexts, structures
and understanding. Furthermore, as Bryman (2008, 41) states, “qualitative research design
holds the social reality as an ever changing quality which belongs to the creating and
constructing ability of the individual”.
We found that the approach of the qualitative research design applied to the purpose and
Research Questions of this study as the Research Questions seek to provide an understanding
of the current reality. Furthermore, the emerging nature of the field led us to believe that a
qualitative study was the most appropriate. That same emerging nature led us to choose an
exploratory approach, as this approach is useful when not much is known about the issue
(Bickman 2009, 92). That was the case for our research, given the lack of literature on the
topic, as discussed in the introduction.

2.2 Research Question 1
The purpose of the first Research Question was to provide empirical evidence to support or
contradict the claim of the research field. The argument was that there could be a better
alignment between the values that the narrative of sustainability speaks to and the values that
the population hold as important.
2.2.1 Case Study
Given the exploratory overall design of our research, a case-study choice seemed the most
appropriate one. Such research is defined as a detailed analysis of one or a small number of
cases within the real-world context (Bryman 2008; Yin 2009). Furthermore, the parameters
that determine when a case study is a good fit (Yin 2009), such as the fact that we are dealing
with a contemporary phenomenon, are in line with the research we are conducting.
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Regarding the topic of the research we chose the idea of an Unconditional Basic Income
(UBI). Defined as “an in-cash, unconditional income regularly paid individually to all
members of a political community, irrespective of their wealth, household situation and
present or past work experiences” (Van Parijs 1992, 3), the UBI has been discussed in the
broader scientific community of sustainable development (SD) (Boulanger 2009; Degrowth
Declaration Barcelona 2010; Kallis 2011, 873; Ryan 2012).
Previously we discussed the need for radical change to move towards a sustainable society.
We argue that introducing an UBI has the potential of being such a change. This idea is a
radical departure from one of the key characteristics of the current system, where work and
income are united, as it could cause a restructuring not only of the labor market but effect the
economic structure as a whole (Ryan 2012, 6 ff.; Straubhaar 2008, 105 ff.).
Such radical change may lift a substantial part of the population out of poverty, which would
in turn eliminate numerous barriers, connected to the social sustainability principles. For
instance, pilot studies (Standing 2008; 2013) have shown that people used the money to
educate themselves (competence) or take care of their health (integrity).
Furthermore, an UBI is expected to reduce income inequality, which has been negatively
correlated with environmental sustainability (Holland, Peterson, and Gonzalez 2009). This
means that the introduction of an Unconditional Basic Income could contribute also to the
reduction of the violation of the environmental sustainability principles. Therefore, and given
that UBI was not researched before in the context of our thesis, we chose to use it as our case
study.
As we analyzed a phenomenon, that has not been in the broad focus of attention yet, we
hoped to add a first piece to the scientific conversation. This made the use of a single case
study appropriate (Saunders et al. 2009, 146). That was also reasonable when looking at the
time constraints of a master thesis and the limited scope that we were able to set.
In order to arrive to the chosen case, three criteria were taken into account: language,
accessibility and existence of previous research. The requirement of the use of English was
due to the fact that words have different meanings across languages as well as the existence
of material that we could all work with. This criterion eliminated almost all of the various
initiatives around the topic (such as Grundeinkommen Switzerland). For the sake of
accessibility we prioritized initiatives that would be easier for us to access. The European
Citizens’ Initiative for an Unconditional Basic Income (EUBI) fulfilled that criterion the best.
The members of the organizing team partly come from the same countries as our research
team, which we assumed would make them easier to contact. Finally, since there was no
research done with this initiative in our field, we decided that this would be a good fit.
Thus, we defined our case study as the European Citizens’ initiative for an Unconditional
Basic Income. This initiative, which started in beginning of 2013 and lasted a year, aimed at
collecting one million signatures to make the European Commission consider the
implementation of an Unconditional Basic Income. If the signatures had been collected the
commission would have had to follow through on pilot testing, feasibility studies, etc. In the
end, the initiative managed to collect 285 000 signatures.
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2.2.2 Data collection
The data collection consisted of two data sets. The first regarding the narrative of the EUBI
and the second data set concerned the values that people hold.
The narrative of the EUBI
For the narrative of the EUBI we chose to analyze documents as it was an unobtrusive
method that provided easily accessible and ready to be analyzed material (Berg and Lune
2004, 241-252; Bryman 2008). We downloaded the material available from the webpage that
was written in English. The data set consisted of 24 documents, which included for example
websites and press releases (see Reference RQ1: Documents).
For the interviews we used a non-probabilistic sampling method that followed a mix of
purpose and convenience criteria (Berg and Lune 2004; Creswell 2012). We intentionally
focused on the organizers of the initiative, based on the assumption that they were the most
engaged in the movement. The convenience criterion is based on time limitations. We
identified, through their website, seventeen individuals that were part of the organizing
group. Two others were referred to us by one of the members of the organizing group.
Given qualitative research guidelines (Kvale and Brinkmann 2009) and the fact that we also
used documents as data source, a minimum of 5 interviews was defined. We followed the
procedure of conducting interviews until data was saturated (Bryman 2008; Strauss and
Corbin 1990) which lead us to 7 interviews (see Reference RQ1: Interviews).
The values of the population of the European Union
We also required data to understand the values that the citizens of the EU currently hold. We
used the European Social Survey’s (ESS) data set from 2012. The data is collected through a
questionnaire with 21 statements (see Bilsky, Janik, and Schwartz 2011), e.g. “Thinking up
new ideas and being creative is important to him. He likes to do things in his own original
way”. Respondents are asked to grade the statement to indicate how similar they feel they are
in relation to the person in the statement. The scale used ranges from 1 to 6, where 1 equals
“not like me at all” and 6 “very much like me”.
The questionnaire was based on the Schwartz model of basic human values. Due to its
importance for this thesis we briefly present the model below (see Schwartz 2012 for a more
in-depth overview of the model). The model consists of 48 sub-values (Appendix A) that are
then clustered into 10 values: Power, Achievement, Hedonism, Stimulation, Self-direction,
Universalism, Benevolence, Tradition, Conformity and Security (Schwartz 1992; 2012):
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Figure 2.1 Schwartz's Values Model (Holmes et al. 2011)
According to Schwartz (1992; 2003; 2012), there are several important ideas behind this
model that are relevant for the analysis. The first is that people have 10 basic values, with the
importance of each of them varying among individuals. The second feature is that values are
“activated”, i.e. brought into the decision, based on how the value is relevant for the given
situation and on the overall importance of the value for the individual. The third is that
values, in relation to each other, can be compatible and/or conflicting. This is shown in how
the values are displayed (see Figure 2.1), the closer they are to each other in the
circumference the more compatible they are. Finally, due to cognitive dissonance, similar
values can be activated at the same time whereas it is harder for opposing values to do so.
2.2.3 Data analysis
The analysis followed three steps: the analysis of the narrative, the analysis of the ESS data
and the comparison between both.
The analysis of the narrative
The first step concerned the analysis of the narrative of the EUBI which was studied through
narrative analysis, specifically the narrative in words. The purpose was not to understand if
the argumentation of the EBUI is true/false, right/wrong, etc. but rather how the EUBI
construct and narrate the world (Alvesson and Sköldberg 2009, 232; Bal 2009; Herman
2005). This option is operationalized through a thematic lens (Bryman 2008, 587-581;
Riessman 2008;).
All 24 documents and 7 interviews from the EUBI where analyzed using the Schwartz values
model. As the model provided us with the definition for each of the values and sub-values
(see Appendix A), we looked in the texts for segments where those values/sub-values
potentially were activated by the words being used. This holds both for when the exact words
were directly used, as well as when they were not, but the statements invoked those
values/sub-values.
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For instance, within the value of Universalism we have the sub-value of social justice. We
searched for the direction mentioned by the words associated with that sub-value (e.g. care
for the weak) or situations that felt like they would activate that sub-value (e.g. talking about
the issue of income inequality).
Protocol of past similar research (Holmes et al. 2011) was followed, where the results were
aggregated both in a quantitative way using basic descriptive statistics like the mean, and
relative percentages, into the 10 overarching values. While we used quantitative data, we
adhered to our overall qualitative approach by interpreting the data also in a qualitative way.
Finally, the narrative was synthesized and presented using a narrative synthesis (Barnett-Page
and Thomas 2009; Dixon-Woods et al. 2006) as to allow the readers to have a qualitative
glimpse of the narrative presented through all of the documents and interviews.
The analysis of the ESS data
The second step concerned the analysis of the data available from the EU population. The
data was already pre analyzed in the ESS website for each value. The data, from 2012, was
collected through 41 000 questionnaires with a representation of participants of all countries
of the European Union except six: Croatia, Greece, Latvia, Luxembourg, Malta and
Romania. The results of this study were retrieved and analyzed from the website in terms of
the following descriptive statistics: median, mean, quartiles and distribution.
Comparing the two sets of data
In the final step we used a three-folded way to compare the results from the analysis of the
narrative of the EUBI with the values of the EU population: ranking of values, relative
importance of values and relative importance of sub-values.
2.2.4 Validity
As we recognize the issue of author bias, particularly in social sciences, we wish to start by
stating our interests and beliefs. All of us believe that radical change towards system shifting
is key. Furthermore, two of us defend the concept of basic income as good and needed in
society. Whereas one person sees it as a positive option that should be discussed and further
investigated.
Such pro-basic income bias does, in our belief, not weaken but in fact strengthen the
research. We are motivated to be as objective as possible in our assessment of the current
reality of the alignment between the values of the EUBI and of the citizens of European
Union as well as on what guidelines we can provide, so that the initiative can improve its
narrative and likely gather more support.
Regarding data collection we can see how another type of data collection like direct
observation could have yielded better results, yet time limitations restrained us. Still, we have
deployed data triangulation which is considered to increase validity (Bryman 2008). We
triangulated our data through different documents and interviews.
Acknowledging the issues of bringing personal accounts to the public sphere (Mauthner et al.
2002, 1), we put mechanisms into place to allow the respondents to share their views without
concerns. Following best practices (Bryman 2008; Creswell 2012; Kvale and Brinkmann
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2009) we briefly disclosed the purpose of the study before the interview and fully disclosed it
afterwards; obtained informed consent and finally replaced all names with different ones.
The use of the ESS data and of Schwartz values model strengthens our research. The
European Social Survey is considered a major source of empirical material for social sciences
due to its high scientific standards (Davidov 2008, 33). This model, which was used in the
analysis, is one of the most well established in the field of psychology/values (Corner,
Markowitz, and Pidgeon 2014; Schultz and Zelezny 2003).
As for data analysis, investigator triangulation (Franklin and Blyton 2013) was employed
with one of us initially coding the material and the other two verifying it.

2.3 Research Question 2
After analyzing the current narrative of the EUBI within the first Research Question the focus
of the second Research Question was to develop guidelines that help to design a narrative
which is in alignment with people’s values.
The strategy of answering our second research question was outlined in the following five
steps. The first step of data collection (1), the second step included an inductive content
analysis that lead to the development of overarching Areas (2) and the third step was to
develop a first draft of Guidelines (3) on the base of the compressed data. In the fourth step
we asked for feedback from experts (4) on our findings. The final fifth step included further
development of the final Guidelines (5) in line with the feedback from experts.
2.3.1 Data collection
The novelty of the research of sustainability narratives pointed to the need to collet the data
with the help of an open literature review and the use of a snowballing technique (Saunders et
al. 2009).
The open literature review was conducted by:
1. Defining the parameters of our search (Bell, 2005) following:
• Language of publication: English;
• Literature type: secondary data (Saunders et al. 2009, 258) which included peer
reviewed articles; research papers; books
2. We identified keywords as a starting point for the open literature review by revisiting
our research question (Saunders et al. 2009):
• Values, narrative, sustainability communication
3. The general databases (Burton 2000, 144) and search engines we used:
• Databases: Google Scholar, EBSCO and Summon BTH
We started out with references from key findings around values research from RQ1 and
articles outlining the most up-to-date research around challenges in the field of sustainability
communication that pointed to the research gap in the first place.
Initial data sets were:
1. The Common Cause Handbook: a Guide to Values and Frames for Campaigners,
Community Organizers, Civil Servants, Fundraisers, Educators, Social Entrepreneurs,
Activists, Funders, Politicians, and Everyone in Between (Holmes et al. 2011),
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2. An Overview of the Schwartz Theory of Basic Values (Schwartz 2012),
3. How to Create a New Narrative for Sustainability That Will Work: and Why It Matters
(McNall and Basile 2013),
4. How to Create a New Narrative for Sustainability That Will Work: and Why It Matters
(Part 2) (McNall and Basile 2014).
From there we reviewed the most important authors, experts and concepts outlined in the
articles. Data collection ended when no new unique hits, which had relevance to our research
topic, could be found and data was saturated (Bryman 2008 425; Strauss and Corbin 1990).
The search outcome was 41 data entries (see Appendix B) and was considered the first part of
the preparation phase (Elo and Kyngäs 2007, 110).
2.3.2 Data analysis for mapping out relevant Domains
Acknowledging the exploratory and normative character of this part of our research (Thacher
2006) and the challenge of combining existing fields of research in a new way, we started
with mapping out and structuring the collected data. This was done through discussions and
conversation within our research group. It appeared to show that six research fields were
manly prominent in the collected literature. These fields were then called the six Domains.
We used these six fields as a filter that could help us to develop Guidelines for a valuesoriented narrative.
The total of 41 documents, retrieved in our data collection, were sorted in folders mirroring
the six Domains, some entries appearing in two or more folders since they covered multiple
Domains (see Appendix B). The time limits of our thesis made us scope the data analysis
down to 3-5 documents per Domain. Exclusion criteria considered were the quality and
contribution to the specific Domain in addition to number of articles needed for each
Domain.
Next step included conducting an inductive content analysis on the data in each of the
Domains separately. The content analysis included choosing (i) Quotes from the articles (ii)
finding Codes for the Quotes (iii) forming Sub-Categories of the Codes and finally (iv)
clustering the Sub-Categories into Categories. The Categories stated the final findings of
each Domain.
The different steps included in more detail:
i.

ii.
iii.

Quotes: In order to extract Quotes from the documents unique sub-questions for each
Domain were developed (Elo and Kyngäs 2007). The sub-questions were formulated
in regards how the Domain would contribute to the answering of the Research
Question 2, an example is “What human characteristics need to be taken into
consideration when communicating?“. They allowed us to proceed with the first part
of the inductive content analysis of the data of each Domain. For identification
reasons each Quote was then assigned with a number (see Appendix C).
Codes: This step included development of unique Codes for every harvested Quote in
each Domain individually (see Appendix C). Codes represented a compressed version
of the associated Quote.
Formation of Sub-Categories: This is the first step of combining the findings within
each Domain. Depending on the content and the complexity of the different Domains,
3–10 Sub-Categories where developed in each Domain (see Appendix D). In other
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iv.

words this step is the first round of simplification and combination of content within
one Domain.
Define Categories: Then, the Sub-Categories, were combined in Categories. This
resulted in 2-6 Categories for each of the different Domains (see Appendix D).

Next, the aggregation of the Categories from all six Domains resulted in the 7 overarching
Areas. They represent the compressed and synthesized data from all the insights researched
in the individual Domains. This means that the result of the Areas are not adding additional
knowledge but compressing existing knowledge as well as connecting scientific knowledge
from different fields.
2.3.3 Crafting of the first round of Guidelines
The Areas formed the data from where the actual innovative work of crafting the Guidelines
could proceed. We did this as an iterative process within our research team. We had no limits
to number of Guidelines.
In addition to grounding them in the accumulated knowledge of the different Areas we also
used the concept of first-order characteristics (Holmberg and Robèrt 2000) in order to assess
and frame the development of the Guidelines. We wanted the Guidelines to be scientifically
grounded, necessary, non-overlapping, specific enough to work in a practical context but still
general enough to be valid for all radical change initiatives towards sustainability.
2.3.4 Feedback from Experts
In order to increase the reliability of our findings we created a feedback loop of known
experts in the different Domains (see appendix E). The researchers and experts were chosen
on the basis of being leading researchers in their respective field mirroring our six Domains
mentioned above.
The questionnaire (Appendix F) was sent on the 4th of May with a deadline on the 9th of May
to 16 experts. 11 experts returned the questionnaire, one of them after the deadline. The
questionnaire format was chosen for the purpose of simplification and it allowed us to collect
the data in a standardized way which made summarizing easier (Saunders et al. 2009, 144).
The received feedback was sorted in two different groups: i) feedback for immediate
improvement and ii) feedback pointing to future development and validity. The groups where
created in respect to the time horizon and to the level of complexity/level of detail associated
with them.
The feedback pointing to future development and validity (ii) was used to discuss the results
of our findings and to discuss validity and weaknesses. The weaknesses of this thesis were, in
turn, used as a starting point for future research.
2.3.5 Final Guidelines
We used the Feedback for immediate improvement (i) of the initial findings, which
consequently resulted in the development of the final Guidelines.
2.3.6 Validity
For possible author bias we refer back to the validity section of Research Question one.
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The strategy of collecting data through an open ended literature review and snowballing
technique (Saunders et al. 2009) poses some questions on the degree of objectivity of the
collected data and also how well it covers the intended fields of research. The way we
approached this was to always be two people working together in the iterative process of data
collection and in that way we tried to eliminate subjectivity and missing out on relevant data.
Still, regarding the literature review for RQ2, it is important to point out that we, in the
discussion, cited articles that were also cited in the introduction. While this could be
considered as possibly creating a circular argument, we want to point out that the articles
were used in two different ways. In the introduction we cited them as a way of understanding
the field in terms of what is needed, i.e. pointing to the challenges concerning the
sustainability communication, etc. For the discussion we used as a way of pointing to a
solution to the problems identified in the introduction. Thus, while we repeat the sources, in
each case we are looking into two different types of ‘data’.
We used data triangulation, which is considered to increase validity (Bryman 2008), by
asking for feedback from experts from several different fields related to our research in
addition to the 26 documents analyzed.
The inductive content data analysis was conducted according to recommendations of Elo and
Kyngäs (2008), still it needs to be stated that the analysis is to some extent subject to the
individual interpretation process of the researchers.
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3 Results
3.1 Research Question 1
As explained in the methodology, the narrative of the European Citizens’ Initiative for an
Unconditional Basic Income is presented in two ways: through a narrative synthesis and
through the quantifying of the activation of values. In the following section, we present our
interpretation of the narrative of the EUBI.
3.1.1 European Citizens’ Initiative for an Unconditional Basic
Income: narrative synthesis
The narrative of the EUBI: a story of elimination of poverty, emancipation of human
potential and individual freedom
The narrative of the EUBI seems to be one of elimination of poverty, emancipation of human
potential and individual freedom. The documents and interviews paint a scenario of
systematic social injustices and lack of caring for others. Society’s current situation is
described as one where “humans are being used as mere cogs in a vast and uncaring
machine and frankly, cogs do a better job of being cogs than humans do (…)”(A Latent
Existence 2013). The narrative points to the economic crisis that started in 2008 as the most
recent example of the need for more social justice and an unconditional basic income. For
instance, Adam (2014) highlights that “we live in Europe, a pretty well-off economic part of
the world, but we still face enormous problems with poverty and exclusion of society”.
Throughout the texts and interviews, the EUBI highlights the problems at the level of the
social sub-system, where the evidence shows “how much more inequality there is in a nation,
so it would be the social disharmony and the social and economic difficulties” (Ben 2014).
Without a basic income, “society will collapse completely under the weight of poverty as our
production becomes automated and people are treated like machines” (A Latent Existence
2013). The EUBI concludes that we “have to move in the direction that it will lower this
inequality” (Ben 2014) and that this system is not able to deal with the problems it faces:
“(…) we see the signals (…) this is not sustainable” (Adam 2014).
From the narrative of the EUBI it appears to emerge the idea that humankind needs to do
something about the current situation and there are many reasons why. Statements that
highlight what the EUBI believes to be the inherent value of human life, such as the one
below, are common throughout the documents and interviews: “Because it is a human right.
It should be a human right, there should be no question for people to ‘how can I survive’. It
should be a right. Nobody asks why a tree why they have leaves. Why should you ask a
human ‘why don’t you have money’.” (Erik 2014).
The unconditional basic income, labeled by the EUBI as “the next step in social justice
reform” (Adam 2014), is defined as “(…) a guaranteed income, given to all (…). It is defined
by the following four criteria: universal, individual, unconditional, high enough to ensure an
existence in dignity and participation in society” (EUBI 2014d). It is, for the EUBI, “the only
way out of poverty” (Krahe 2009).
But what could we expect if we would have an Unconditional Basic Income? From the
answer, throughout the documents and interviews, we can see that the eradication of poverty
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is a “core driver” (Adam 2014) as it would at least “go a heck of a long way to decrease the
extent of poverty” (Belik 2011). Such introduction, according to the EUBI, would essentially
allow individuals to be more independent and “it would let people make choices about what
to do in life without fear of poverty” (EUBI 2013d). Freedom and ability to choose one’s own
goals leads then to the release of human potential. As Adam (2014) points out it would
“liberate a whole lot of creativity, time and security”.
It would also, according to the initiative, create a more cohesive and peaceful society. The
UBI would “foster solidarity and tolerance and reduce the resentment, divisiveness and
cynicism.” (Ryan 2013). Such an increase in cohesion would make society “more peaceful”
(Cedric 2014) as well as “more friendly and healthier” (Adam 2014).
The story of the EUBI emerges as one about not only mankind’s fate, but also the fate of
each and every one of us. It draws from the common history of humankind and points out the
systemic problems we face and the need to create an emancipatory system, allowing
individuals to be free and fulfill their potential.
3.1.2 European Citizens’ Initiative for an Unconditional Basic
Income: value activation
Overall activation
The narrative of the EUBI activates values, as described in the methodology, in the way
described below. Through the 31 texts from the documents and interviews (see Appendix G
for an overview), we collected a total of 553 situations where at least one value was
activated, with a total of 771 value activations, which means that in several situations more
than one value was activated. The frequency of activation of the different values is as follows
(Table 3.1):
Table 3.1 Frequency of activation of values

In ranking the values in terms of activation, we have the following order (Table 3.2), with the
most activated value starting with rank 1:
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Table 3.2 Ranking of the values of the EUBI

Values in the narrative: Universalism
This means that Universalism is the most activated value with around 63% of the activations,
the second being Self-direction at 26% and finally Security at 5.4%. Some values like
Conformity and Tradition are not at all activated with all the other values having low
activation (Benevolence at 1.7%) or very low (Stimulation at 0.1%).
The most activated value, Universalism, is mostly triggered by sub-values of social justice
(171 occurrences), equality (125) and the general definition of the value (123). For example,
the value is activated through sentences like: “the most striking feature of a basic income is
no doubt that it is paid, indeed paid at the same level, to rich and poor alike, irrespective of
their income level” (equality), “but also in the sense of solidarity with people that are less
fortunate than themselves” (general) or “This kind of plan would also provide the option of
taxing higher-income earners at the end of the year so poorer people receive benefits” (social
justice) (see Appendix H for more examples).
Universalism is also activated by thoughts of protecting the environment: “Unconditional
Basic Income could encourage ways of living which have less impact on the environment”, or
a world as a place of peace, free from war and conflict: “I think that society would be more
peaceful”. Two of the sub-values, ‘A world of beauty’ and ‘Unity with Nature’ were not
activated.
Values in the narrative: Self-direction
The second most activated value is Self-direction with 201 occurrences. Self-direction was
activated mostly through the sub-value of freedom (55), being independent (52) and choosing
own goals (65). It was also activated through the sub-value of creativity (10) or the general
concept of Self-direction (13).
This value (Appendix H) was expressed in sentences such as: “and no one would be told
what he or she is permitted to do with the money” (choosing own goals), “All employees
would get increased bargaining power within their jobs, because they would not be reliant on
income from work to supply basic needs” (independent) or “sense of freedom, this almost
boundless freedom, not limited by conditions of all sorts” (freedom). Sub-values like
creativity were also stimulated, communicated through sentences like: “Or develop some
skills and see if the skills they had in writing or painting or taking care of the children, to see
all of these things and see how far they would lead them”. The sub-value of curiosity was not
activated.
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Values in the narrative: Security
Security (42 occurrences) was the third most triggered value. In this case, it was exclusively
through one sub-value: social cohesion/order (Appendix H). Sentences like: “I believe that
basic income is inevitable. If it doesn’t happen then society will collapse completely under
the weight of poverty as our production becomes automated and people are treated like
machines” or “(…) it would create a huge advantage in social cohesion and how we function
as a society” triggered this value. In terms of security 5 out of the 7 sub-values are not
activated, for example the sub-value ‘clean’.
Values in the narrative: other values
Finally, as mentioned above, additional values are also activated by the narrative (see
Appendix H). For instance, Benevolence (1.7% of total occurrences) is activated through the
sub-value of a spiritual life: “The advantages are that you can do what you really are here
for on the Earth”, and by the sub-value of being helpful: “People that are secure they have
more ambition to help the others.” Another value that is activated is the one of Achievement,
specifically being successful, for instance when talking about the village in Namibia:
“Nembwaya (…) smiles a lot when she speaks. "I'm doing very well," she says in German.
Like many of the people in Otjivero, she has spent half of her life on German-owned farms.
Her hut, one of the best in the village, is made of new corrugated metal and has a watertight
roof. Her children are clean and well fed. Nembwaya owes her success to an idea she had
when the money came to Otjivero”.
3.1.3 The values of the European Citizens
Values of EU Citizens: overall
According to the data collected in 2012 by the European Social Survey (ESS), the three most
important values are Benevolence, Universalism and Security/Self-direction, while the three
least important are Stimulation, Power and Hedonism (see Table 3.3 for a summary and
Appendix I for more detailed results):
Table 3.3 Summary of the ESS data
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Figure 3.1 Distribution of Universalism, Self-Direction, Benevolence and Security
Ranking the values according to the order of importance, the most important starting with
rank 1 (Table 3.4):
Table 3.4 Ranking of the values of the citizens of the European Union

Values of EU Citizens: Benevolence
Looking with more detail into the distribution of Benevolence, (see Figure 3.1 and Table 3.3)
we can see that this value is very important with the typical citizen (median) identifying with
this value at number 4.10 out of 6, i.e. above the level of “somewhat like me”. As an
important value for the population, we see that at least 75% of individuals recognize
themselves in the value, with half of the European population identifying themselves at least
at the level of “somewhat”.
Values of EU Citizens: Universalism
Moving into the second most important value, Universalism, we observe a similar situation
(see Table 3.3 and Figure 3.1). Half of the population scores above the number 4, i.e.
“Somewhat like me”, with the average citizen landing at a value slightly below (3.85). Only
25% of the population is below 3.29, which means that 75% of the population identify
themselves with the value to some degree. So, just like for Benevolence, the distribution of
this value is positively skewed, most distribution is concentrated in the right side of the
curve, showing that the value is important for the vast majority of the citizens.
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Values of EU Citizens: Security and Self-direction
Finally, there are the two least important values of the four top ones: Security and Selfdirection (see Table 3.3 and Figure 3.1). Both values also present a positively skewed
distribution. In line with Universalism, 50% of the individuals identify themselves with
Security at least somewhat, with an average of importance of 3.81, i.e. also close to
“somewhat like me”. Furthermore, 75% of the population identify themselves with this value,
with 25% scoring above 4.70. The results for Self-direction are similar to Security. Again,
75% of the population feels this is an important value, however, with slightly less
importance. On average, a person values it at 3.67. Half of the population scores above the
value 3.84, meaning that half of the Europeans feel as if the statements in the questionnaire
that reflect this value, mirror there values somewhat.
3.1.4 Analyzing the results
Given the results above we analyzed the results in three ways that we found possible to
compare the two sets of data. In the first lens, ranking of values, we compare how the EUBI
narrative and the EU population rank the values in terms of importance. The second lens goes
a bit deeper and compares, for each data set, the relative importance between values. The
final lens is the same as the second, except at the level of sub-values.
Analyzing the rankings of values of the narrative and of the population
Comparing how the 10 values are ranked by the narrative of the initiative and by the
population we can observe a misalignment. Looking at the order of importance, we can see
some similarities and some differences. For the Europeans, the most important values are
Benevolence (1st), Universalism (2nd), Security (3rd) and Self-direction (4th). The EUBI
narrative activates those values in a somewhat different way. Benevolence comes in 5th,
Universalism 1st, Security matches and also comes in 3rd and Self-direction comes in 2nd.
Analyzing the importance between values and between sub-values of the initiative and of the
population
When looking into the relation among values for the initiative and for the population, another
important observation emerges. Data shows that the narrative is not balanced in terms of the
distribution among the values and, most likely, also not within the values at the sub-values
level. The population of the European Union appears to have, in general, a more balanced
stance.
While looking at the values activated by the narrative of the European Citizens’ Initiative for
an Unconditional Basic Income, we can see a narrative that rests heavily in the value of
Universalism with around 63% of the values’ activations from it. As mentioned in the results,
within the value of Universalism there is also a focus on mostly two sub-values and the
general definition of the concept: first (1) the notion of equality between individuals, second
(2) the idea of general care of the wellbeing of others, and third (3) a wish to correct the
social injustice that we now face.
Beside Universalism, the EUBI also addresses Self-direction significantly (around 25% of
total occurrences), which makes these two values responsible for almost 90% of the
activations. Again, there is a concentration within Self-direction around three sub-values,
such as Freedom. This is also the case within other values such as Security, as it can be seen
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in the results section. Yet, it is also important to note that the ESS does not provide a measure
of all the sub-values that comprise the 10 values, which means that we cannot be very certain
of the degree to which this imbalance is true. The above leads to the conclusion that the
narrative of the EUBI is not balanced in terms of the distribution among values and likely
also not within the values.
If we, in turn, look into how important different values are for the citizens of the European
Union, we find a more balanced picture, when it comes to the relationship among the values.
Except for Power and Stimulation, individuals tend, on average, to positively identify
themselves with the values. The top values only differ among themselves to a minimal extent.
For instance, Universalism and Benevolence differ only .1 out of 6 in terms of median and
.14 in terms of mean value. Such differences suggest a balance between the importance of the
different values. Furthermore, if we look into sub-values within each value we see that for all,
except Power and Stimulation, the distribution of the sub-values that the ESS measures is
almost the same. This means that, for instance, the different aspects of measuring
Universalism (in the questionnaire of ESS they use Equality and Environmental concerns) are
valued the same.
Contrasting the above-analyzed findings we can gain deeper insights. The analysis of how
important each value is shows striking differences between how important a value is for the
population and to what extent it is activated by the initiative. The EUBI activates
Universalism (over 60% of the time) the most, which in the population is the second most
valued. By comparison, the most relevant value (Benevolence) for the population, is
activated only 1,7%. This means that for every 100 times that Universalism is activated by
the EUBI, Benevolence is activated 3 times. If we take into consideration that the values
score at pretty much the same level for Europeans, we can see a clear imbalance of how
much each value is activated.
While the value of Security is ranked third for both the initiative and the European
population, the same issue is present in terms of the activation of this value. With more than
75% of the population identifying themselves with that value and half of them grading it
above 4 out of 6, it feels unbalanced as it is only activated 42 out of 771 times within the
EUBI’s narrative. Again, and as a way to put this in perspective, for a value that is only
slightly less important than Universalism, it is mentioned around 6 times of each 100
references to Universalism.
We also evaluated Self-direction, which is ranked second for the EUBI and forth for the
citizens of the European Union. For the second most important value for the EUBI, with
26.1% of the value activations, it is harder to determine if the number of activations is
appropriate. Still, the fact that it is much more activated than Benevolence and Security,
values that are more important for the population, is an important fact to highlight. This
finding strengthens the idea that Benevolence and Security are not activated to the degree of
the importance given by the citizens of the European Union.
Two final observations are important to highlight. The first is that other values are not
activated at all by the initiative’s narrative (like Tradition or Conformity), even though
individuals still give them importance. The second remark regards the sub-values. The ESS
questionnaire does not measure all the sub-values, so a more robust conclusion is not
possible. Yet, the evidence available appears to point in the direction of balance between the
sub-values in terms of the population. The findings from the narrative analysis, for instance
within the value of Universalism, seem to indicate that the initiative has a focus on certain
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sub-values while neglecting others. Thus, leading to imbalance among sub-values, which is
contrasting with the balance among sub-values from the population of the European Union.

3.2 Research Question 2
After providing empirical evidence for Research Question 1, this section will now present the
results of Research Question 2. For this question the aim was to find Guidelines for a valuesoriented narrative that would help initiatives to craft their narrative in alignment with the
values that people hold and hopefully affect peoples behavior in order to move strategically
towards a sustainable society.
The results will be presented in the logical order of the process of the research. First the
interim results of the data collection and the inductive content analysis that led to the
development of the Areas will be presented. Following that, we present the final Guidelines,
which are a product of the initial Guidelines based on the Areas and the worked in feedback
that we received from the experts of the field.
3.2.1 Areas
Before outlining the Areas it is reasonable to give an overview of the structural base that lead
to their development. The first attempt for reviewing the data was to arrange it in a usable
format, which helped us to approach further steps in a structured way. It appeared that mainly
six research Domains where present in the data that could possibly provide knowledge for the
development of Guidelines for designing a values-oriented narrative for radical change
initiatives towards sustainability. (1) Narratives, (2) Values, (3) Psychology, (4) Extrinsic and
Intrinsic Goals, (5) Framing and Priming and (6) Constructivism (see Figure 3.2). These
fields will be, from now on, referred to as the six Domains. They can be seen as a filter that
helped to initially understand patterns, similarities and differences within the data. In that
sense they were neither final nor exclusive nor do they reflect any hierarchical order. But
rather represent the scientific fields that helped the authors to answer the Research Question.
In the following, we explain briefly why the Domains were chosen and considered potentially
critical in their contribution to the whole.
The six Domains of the literature and their contribution

Figure 3.2 The six Domains
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1. Narrative
Researchers and practitioners within the field of sustainability science talk about the need for
a new narrative in order to spark the needed change. The reasoning for this lies in the
characteristics of narratives. Jarva (2014, 7), for example, points to “the potential of
narrative for filling the gap between futures images and action”. This feature is of key
interest in the field of strategic sustainability. Moreover, Kvernbekk and Frimansson (2013,
571) point out that narratives contribute to making sense of oneself and the world when they
say that they “(...) are basic to our self-understanding (...) for contained within creation
stories are relationships that help to define the nature of the universe and how cultures
understand the world in which they exist”. The deep connection of narratives to everyday life
underscores the importance of the research field of narratives as a Domain.
2. Values
Holmes et al. (2011, 8) state that “(…) values represent our guiding principles: our broadest
motivations, influencing the attitudes we hold and how we act.” Since one of the goals of
strategic sustainability communication is to inspire behavioral changes on an individual and
societal level, there is a need to incorporate a working knowledge of human values systems
into conversations about sustainability. The most widely used and referred to concept is the
Schwartz values model, which represents the key concept used in the Domain of Values.
3. Psychology
Statements like “too much information, with the result that the recipients of the information
are overwhelmed and their understanding of the issues is compromised” (Kaplan 2000, 503),
point to the key role of human characteristics in the field of strategic sustainability
communication. The importance of knowledge about cognitive processes and the function of
humans when facing collective challenges seemed to point to the need to include the Domain
of Psychology.
4. Extrinsic and Intrinsic Goals
Research on extrinsic and intrinsic goals shows that human behavior not only is determined
by values, but also by goals. These goals may be categorized as either extrinsic or intrinsic.
Grouzet et al. (2005, 801) state that, “these two types of goals relate in different ways to
personal well-being, social behavior, and ecologically relevant activities.” Findings like this
then led to the understanding that this Domain might have the potential to help to answer the
Research Question.
5. Framing and Priming
We found an extensive body of research on the themes of framing and priming. The concepts
provide broad range of information regarding ways to frame communication and help
determine what components play a key role in activating or priming your message. Framing
and priming were actively referred to in the articles and reports on sustainability
communication and values and goals. For example, Maio et al. (2009, 711) state that:“(…)
priming any particular set of values has predictable implications via their motivational
interconnections with other values”. We, therefore, decided to include the knowledge of
these concepts as one of the Domains.
6. Constructivism
When exploring our Research Question we also found it helpful to move into the field of
constructivism. As “(...) social construction allows us to look at any way of being in the
world, any way of talking, as a viable option for coordinating and negotiating through the
social world with others.” (Efran et al. 2014, 2). Ergo, this provides an overall concept
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regarding how humans individually and collectively construct their reality. Scientists like
Siebert (2011, 114) also point to the role of language in this context when he states that: “(…)
language is a construction of reality and of social action. Language allows humans to find
orientation and coordinate action”. We found this Domain useful as a way of approaching
the need for change, how to deal with change collectively and last, but not least, give a
backbone to the new narrative we, as a society, are building together.
The literature review pointed to six Domains which were used as a filter to further structure
the research process including the inductive content analysis. The data analysis included four
steps within each of the Domains and one final step across the Domains in order to aggregate
and combine the knowledge from the different fields.
For all the Domains, the analysis of the data resulted in a varying number of Quotes (i) that
were then translated into Codes (ii). Codes were merged into Sub-Categories (iii), which then
were organized in Categories (iv). These Categories stated the final findings of each Domain
and therefore include synthesized and compressed knowledge within one scientific field. The
table included below gives an overview of the findings in each Domain in regards numerical
terms (see Table 3.5 for actual numbers).
Table 3.5 Numerical overview of the inductive content analysis

*Absolut numbers

We will, in the following, make sense of the presented sub-results in the table above (Table
3.5) by presenting the research using the example of the Domain Narratives. The content
analysis of data belonging to the Narrative Domain resulted in 83 Quotes. Of those, 75
Quotes were coded and 8 Quotes were discarded as irrelevant. The Codes were sorted into 9
Sub-Categories which were finally sorted into 4 Categories. Below (Table 3.6), are two
examples of this process, analyzing the data from Quotes to Categories.
Table 3.6 Examples of inductive content analysis
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The great amount of synthesized data from all the six Domains does not allow us to outline
all of the sub-results of each Domain individually. Appendix C includes tables with
representative examples of each Domain. Examples of the characteristics of the SubCategories as well as the Categories are to be found in the tables included in the Appendix D.
All together, the content analysis resulted in 22 Categories for all the Domains. The
aggregation of the 22 Categories resulted in the development of 7 overarching Areas. These
overarching Areas entail a rich and strong accumulation of knowledge from the different
Domains and represent the first finding of the inductive content analysis. In other words, the
Areas represent the first combination of the aggregated and systemized data of each Domain.
In that sense, they reflect a dense and deep collection of the scientific findings around every
Domain. Area names and the important concepts that where combined by the aggregation of
Categories associated with each Area are presented in the table below (Table 3.7).
Table 3.7 Overarching Areas from the inductive content analysis

* The first number of the Category number represents the Domain number and the second the order within the Category

The above overarching Areas formed the basis and accumulated knowledge from the data,
which we used as our resource for crafting the first round of Guidelines.
3.2.2 Guidelines
The final finding of our research is the development of thirteen Guidelines. In order to show
the main themes of designing a values-oriented narrative, the Guidelines are clustered
underneath three headings to promote the reader’s understanding.
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Guidelines for constructing a values-oriented narrative:
Narrative Content (Social Structures, Futures, Characters, “plot”, Causes, etc.)
1. When crafting a narrative be mindful of the scene, the roles and goals of the story. Narratives are,
to a large extent, about change. They are culturally dependent and help people to connect.
2. Be conscious that the described future is relevant and takes into consideration the phenomenon of
individual perceptions and negotiated shared meaning. The complex process of creating shared
meaning needs to be intentional and cannot be underestimated.
3. Current societal structures, e.g. growth paradigm that keep companies focused more on quantitative
growth than qualitative growth, hinder opportunities for new behavior. The new narrative needs to
take this into consideration when pointing to future solutions.
4. Reality is a social construct influenced by the individual experience. Giving people the possibility
to express and address that experience when constructing a narrative for a future reality gives
meaning. How we construct meaning can change how we act.
5. Use simple imagery and metaphors and provide enough relevant information applicable to your
audience. Be sure to include causality, without it people can experience cognitive dissonance that
will hinder the process of communication.
6. Language is one of the key elements of how humans construct reality and actions. It also has the
potential of expressing traditions and feelings and is socially constructed. Moreover, the unique
linguistic choices within one language need also to be acknowledged.
Motivational Content (Values and Goals)
7. Work with the Schwartz values model, as this circular structure provides guidance on the
relationship of our universal values. Values should be activated in groups of similar ones (bleed-over
and see-saw effects) when activating one value the interconnectedness of all values needs to be taken
into consideration.
8. The relation between the values of your initiative, and the dominant values in society needs to be
taken into consideration. The common pan-cultural-hierarchy and/or the specific value hierarchy for
your audience could give guidance on this. In order to avoid contrary effects, that are not intended,
one needs to make sure that the values addressed in the narrative are relevant to the audience.
9. Words play an important role when activating values. Values have certain words and concepts
associated with them that can be utilized for designing a narrative*.
10. Aim for activating the intrinsic goals (of your audience), especially related to community feeling.
Extrinsic goals could still be activated to some extent but be aware of the trade-offs.
11. Priming one value promotes behavior consistent with that value and weakens opposing
values/behavior.
Connecting with Frames (constructed reality, deep frames, surface frames etc.)
12. Relate to everyday language, practices and the wider world (surface frames) in order to address
and activate deeper morals and worldviews connected with values (deep frames). Connecting with
deep frames should be prioritized.
13. In whatever way you address a concept or word, the frame linked to it will be activated. This goes
as well when negating a frame.
*
Value
Word
list:
Common
Cause
Handbook
pg.
68-69,
http://valuesandframes.org/download/reports/Common%20Cause20Handbook(2).pdf ; Common Cause for Nature pg 37,
http://valuesandframes.org/download/reports/ Common%20Cause%20for%20Nature%20-%
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The final Guidelines are the product of the initial Guidelines that where produced on the
basis of the Areas and the worked in feedback that we received from experts of the different
research fields represented by our Domains. Table 3.8, presented below, outlines examples of
the expert’s feedback that was clustered in the Category “Feedback for immediate
improvement” and acknowledged while reworking the first set of Guidelines.
Table 3.8 Examples of the expert's feedback

Comments like: “(…) I find the order of the guidelines a little unclear and probably would
have found it easier to take in under a series of headings (…)” (Blackmore 2014) or “(…)
could you prioritize the guidelines in some way?” (McClintock 2014) led to the restructuring
of the Guidelines and to the development of headlines within them.
We also reworked the language as well as the distinctness of the wordings due to comments
that pointed to the need for clarification. Some of those comments where: “I’m not sure what
you mean by: “negating a frame also activates it.”(…)” (McNall 2014) or “(…) I suggest
you (…) re-read and revise where you think the reader might need more precision.” (Chilton
2014). One of our questions spoke to the possible overlap of some Guidelines. Statements
like: “(…) 2 & 11 are pretty close to each other (…)” (Kasser 2014), lead to the exploration
of possible aggregation of Guidelines.
After evaluating the feedback/results of our questionnaire and reworking the Guidelines due
to the new insights, within the team, we iteratively developed the final version of the
Guidelines. They are a product of our interpretation of the Areas and therefore of the
collected and compromised data. This implies that the Guidelines suggested above are a first
version of the collected data and should not be understood in an absolute, but in an
interpretative way.
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4 Discussion
The discussion follows a structure based on the Research Questions and Purpose section of
the thesis. We start with discussing the findings of the analysis of the results of RQ1. That is
followed by the discussion of potential Guidelines that could support the design of valuesoriented narratives. These two sections comprise the bulk of this thesis.
Combining the two above sections, we discuss the implications that the Guidelines identified
in Research Question 2 would have for the narrative of the EUBI. A section follows which
discusses the contributions to Strategic Sustainable Development and the last section of this
chapter discusses the limitations of this paper and what we see as potential directions for
future research.

4.1 The misalignment of values between the narrative
and the EU citizens
The missagliment of values between the narrative and the EU citizens was presented in the
results. Here we discuss those findings and the implications they have.
4.1.1 Discussion
As presented in the introduction, one of the goals of this study is to provide empirical
evidence to support the idea, put forward by the field of sustainability communication, that
there is a misalignment between the values that people hold and the values that narratives of
radical change initiatives towards sustainability activate.
This research gap is important to fill in order to support the relevance of the second Research
Question. Accordingly, our first question concerns the European Citizens’ initiative for an
Unconditional Basic Income and we want to see in what ways that assumption of a
misalignment between the values that people hold and the values the EUBI narrative holds is
true.
Our research has identified misalignment in the three lenses used during the analysis of the
results. In first place, the order of the values’ rankings is not the same between the initiative
and the population.
Accordingly, we see that the narrative of the EUBI is not totally aligned with how the
population ranks the values and thus there is a lack of alignment in terms of ranking. This is
particularly significant in the case of the most important value for the population of the
European Union, Benevolence, which ends up in the fifth place of the initiative.
The analysis also seems to point to the fact that the degree of balance among values and subvalues that the population holds is not present within the narrative of the European Citizens’
Initiative for an Unconditional Basic Income.
The level of activation of the values within the narrative seems not to correspond to how
important they are for individuals. Especially in terms of Benevolence and Security. While it
is not possible to determine what an appropriate level would be, we still argue that the
relative importance of each value within the narrative is misaligned with how much each
value is important for individuals.
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This claim is supported by the fact that Benevolence and Security are significantly less
activated by the narrative when compared with values, like Universalism, which hold the
same level of importance for the population. The fact that some values are not at all
addressed further strengthens our claim.
Third, the claim above also appears to be valid within each value at the sub-value level.
While the evidence is weaker here, we still argue that there is a possible misalignment at the
level of the sub-values.
4.1.2 Implications
The current sustainability communication is criticized partly because it is argued that the
current narratives are aligned with certain type of values, namely Self-transcendence values
like Universalism, while excluding others connected with Self-enhancement, like Power.
Thus, it is implied that the misalignment would be on those grounds. While our findings do
not disapprove of that argument, they seem to indicate that the misalignment could be based
on other grounds, for instance the lack of activation of Benevolence, which is a Selftranscendence value.
The practical implications of these findings are clear: there is, at least in the case of the
EUBI, a potential to align the narrative with peoples’ values in a better way. This could lead,
according to the arguments layed out in the introduction, to more action and change.
Thus, this lack of alignment appears to be contributing to our inability to bridge the gap
between today’s society and a sustainable one. It also justifies the need to find guidelines that
could allow us to design better values-oriented narratives.

4.2 Guidelines for designing values-oriented narratives
In the above section we have discussed the misalignment between the values of the narrative
of the EUBI and the values that the citizens of the European Union hold. The contribution of
our second Research Question is therefore a set of Guidelines, which have the potential to
support the design of a more aligned values-oriented narrative.
This new narrative could then bridge the gap between what values people hold and what
values the narrative activate. These findings will be discussed in the following section.
The results of RQ2 will be discussed in a twofold way: a) the Areas, as findings from the
inductive content analysis of the data and b) the Guidelines, as our final result. This outline is
proposed since the task of constructing the Guidelines, is built upon the results of the interim
finding of the seven Areas.
4.2.1 The seven Areas
In the following we will discuss the seven Areas, which represent the compressed and
synthesized data from the inductive content analysis. As the Areas are the interim finding,
which formed the basis from where the Guidelines were crafted, we want to discuss them as
well.
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It is important to point out that the Areas, as a result, are products of purely merging the 22
Categories that were the final state of the content analysis of the six different Domains (for a
in-depth discussion of the connection of the six Domains see Appendix J).
The seven Areas are:
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.

Characteristics of Narratives and their role in society
Characteristics of Humans and their construction of reality
Impact of values and narratives
Society and future
Frames
Activation
Values and Goals

The above Areas did not in the end coincide with the Domains even though four of them, i.e.
I, II, V and VII are somewhat similar to corresponding Domains, e.g. Area I and Domain
Narrative. This reassured us that the Areas, as a result of the content analysis, actually
brought something new to the picture, in comparison to where the research started. As we did
not want to craft the Guidelines directly from the Domains, but from the aggregated and
synthesized data, this was a step in the right direction towards creating Guidelines for a
values-oriented narrative.
While we can see some synergy between the Areas and the Domains, none of the Areas seem
to show too much deviation from the Domains. This also reassured us that the Areas could
function as a solid base for creating the Guidelines. Some of the feedback that was given by
the experts stated that the reviewed data could be seen as a reasonable summary. As Maio
(2014) confirms “(...) the review is quite reasonable.“ and Blackmore (2014) points out “(...)
I think you have very skillfully navigated a very huge literature in a nice and concise way
(…)”.
So, are the Areas comprehensive enough? Do they cover the crucial aspects that a radical
change initiative towards sustainability needs to take into consideration in order to be
strategic enough? When working with complexity (Meadows and Wright, 2008), one needs
to point to the diversity of every situation and be mindful of the infinite perspectives that one
can hold when looking at a particular question.
Accordingly, the general feedback from our expert-loop on the Guidelines did not reveal any
huge gaps. This is suitably represented by the comment of Chilton (2014) "I cannot think of
anything essential that is missing." Thus, as the feedback points to the comprehensive nature
of the Guidelines, we argue that, the Areas from which the Guidelines where derived from,
are also comprehensive.
When strategically designing a narrative for radical change towards sustainability, there is
great value in taking on a systems perspective. The findings of the Areas showed the
complexity of the different aspects that constitute the challenge of a future transformative
narrative.
In our data, Jarva (2014, 10) describes this concept well in the following, "a narrative must
deal with an entity called future. Because there are lots of possible futures, the narrative is
free to describe different alternative futures." And she continues, "Keep in mind that what
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you are doing is making educated guesses about the future, and, by creating a narrative you
are developing an understanding of what must happen to make your scenario work.” (Jarva
2014, 11).
We argue that there is a huge advantage to first acknowledging this complexity, exemplified
by the Areas, from the point of view of an increased awareness apparent from the beginning
when designing a narrative.
By doing so, it is ensured that ones narrative has the potential to not only describe a possible
future scenario and make an educated guess, but also strategically contribute to the success of
the initiative to move society towards sustainability. An increased awareness in designing a
new narrative would perhaps make it possible to activate those values intentionally, which
could result in a greater degree of behavior change.
The seven Areas have the potential, as a foundation for a strategic values-oriented narrative,
to assist in what Jarva (2014) describes as tackling worst case scenarios and thereby creating
a better future. For example, the Area of Characteristics of Humans and their construction of
reality (II), based on the Domains Psychology and Constructivism, offer critical knowledge
about how humans deal with different future scenarios and collective challenges. A future
narrative, as Jarva (2014) points out, will have to address a reality where "multiple threats
now appear as interlocking elements of a failing global order”.
Knowing this, it is of utmost importance to be innovative when crafting narratives for radical
change initiatives towards sustainability, so as not to risk creating a feeling of fear on an
individual level. This knowledge, present in the Area II, is argued as a contributor to
emotional numbing (Shame and Marx 2009).
Moreover, the constructivist knowledge, existing in the same Area, “allows us to look at any
way of being in the world, any way of talking, as a viable option for coordinating and
negotiating through the social world with others" (Efran et al. 2014).
We see, as well, a request from researchers (McNall and Basile 2013; Fang 2014) for
challenging dominant paradigms as well as laymen examples of a new narrative for radical
sustainability (Hutchins 2014). This implies that "radical sustainability starts with oneself"
(ibid.) and also calls for a values-centered approach to the new narrative. In line with this, we
agree that our society will need a new approach around a strategic sustainability
communication.
The Areas that were developed as a result of this study could be a valuable contribution in
that direction. They point to different fields to take into consideration when crafting a
narrative for a future reality and a new vision. They could also be seen as contributing to a
structured whole systems perspective by addressing the complexity of the sustainability
communication in order to inspire the needed change on an individual level.
4.2.2 The Guidelines
The Guidelines outlined above in our result section are a first attempt to research what kind
of knowledge is needed to intentionally design a values-oriented narrative of radical change
initiatives towards sustainability. They should be seen as a prototype and we are aware of the
fact that they are at this point still not developed enough to be fully operationalized. This will
be addressed in the conclusion and suggestions on further research.
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Still, we would like to speak to some of the general feedback from the experts on the
Guidelines, the strengths and weaknesses of the Guidelines from a systems perspective and
furthermore, discuss the potential of the Guidelines in strategically contributing to moving
society towards sustainability.
General feedback
In the following we will be discussing the general feedback on the Guidelines that we
received from the experts. The overall feedback included a keen interest in the research, as
well as positive and assuring comments (Fang 2014; Meinert 2014) on the need for "a
theoretical underpinning for sustainability that would make sense" (Newport 2014). Basile
(2014b) concluded, "This is a very important topic and not one that is being effectively
addressed in the sustainability field."
We consequently reason that our research on the Guidelines, with all its limitations, is
relevant and, still, to some extent, have addressed and connected to an urgent gap within the
field of sustainability science.
Regarding our claims, we agree with Schwartz (2014) in his feedback when he points to the
fact that, when dealing with people’s values, "we don´t want to give the impression that
changing [individual] values is easier and that the relationship between values and behavior
is stronger than they actually are".
Having said that, a large part of our data points to an urgent need to take values into
consideration when crafting a narrative for behavior change. Therefore, we have put some
emphasis on creating Guidelines that cover this aspect and speak to that need. Chilton also
addresses this when stating "They are generally in line with theories of meaning in cognitive
semantics and with the concept of values researched by Schwartz and his colleagues."
(Chilton 2014).
Some concern was raised regarding the way the Guidelines at this point are presented and the
need to make them more useful for practitioners. We definitely see a value in this and want to
provide some suggestions on how to move forward. McClintock (2014) suggests a
prioritization of the Guidelines and gives an example that in such a new order the Guideline:
"Be conscious that the described future is relevant and takes into consideration the
phenomenon of individual perceptions and negotiated shared meaning" would be given more
weight and be placed at or near the top. This is due to the fact that "the implications of
negotiated shared meaning are enormous" (McClintock (2014).
In line with this, we found that several of the Areas that formed the basis of the data that the
Guidelines were crafted from, spoke to the challenge of engaging, or in different ways
involving, the audience in creating a shared meaning of the new story or narrative. One
example is from Jarva (2014, 20) who says "The receiver has an active role as a participant
in the narrative process. The receiver participates in the “performance of meaning” (... ) The
meaning is cocreated.”. We therefore favor and consider it important to give the proper
prioritization to this Guideline.
A couple of other interesting suggestions on how to present the Guidelines came from
McNall (2014) who proposed the idea of "a grid to demonstrate how they would be applied.
See, for example, the kind of grid developed by Max-Neef for human needs" and Basile
(2014a) who suggested that might even add a more strategic approach to the Guidelines when
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saying "You might consider how you would put the principles into a single figure. This might
help you delineate the "success principles" from the "strategic principles". This we will get
back to further down when discussing the Guidelines from a systems perspective.
Another important part of the feedback addresses the way the Guidelines are linguistically
designed, the use of language and concepts. McNall (2014), Newport (2014) and also
McClintock (2014) to some extent, highlight the importance of being aware of this.
To avoid creating fear, McNall (2014) points to the idea that simpler and more practical
language should be used. Newport (2014) also stresses that "we must be able to express it [a
theoretical underpinning] in 25 words or less if we expect every man to get it". This, we
believe, is very valid feedback in order to make the Guidelines accessible to radical change
initiatives and for initiatives to be able to make sense of and draw on the full potential of the
Guidelines.
Subsequently we, in the reworking of the Guidelines, have addressed it to the fullest extent
possible within our time constraints. Regarding this, much more could be done to further
create simplification and clarification of linguistic design. Chilton (2014) also points to this
when he calls one of the statements "too general and too deterministic as it stands".
Strengths and weaknesses from the view point of the first order characteristics
We used the first-order characteristics (Holmberg and Robèrt 2000) to screen the Guidelines
when developing them and as well when asking for feedback from experts. The first-order
characteristics state that principles of success should be scientifically grounded, necessary,
non-overlapping, specific enough and general enough.
We do not claim the Guidelines developed in this work to be principles of success. Therefore,
we only used the first-order characteristics as a compass, giving us direction in the process of
developing the Guidelines based on the different Areas described above. We also used the
first-order characteristics as a way of framing our feedback questions to the experts.
The feedback from the experts gives the impression that they generally consider the
Guidelines scientifically grounded in the different fields of knowledge. Kasser (2014)
comments on the deterministic tendency of Guidelines number 4 and 6, which concern the
construction of reality and the potential of language to construct reality. He rightfully points
to the need to be careful not to claim that neither “reality is nothing but a social construct”
(Kasser 2014) nor “reality is only constructed by language” in order to stay scientifically
grounded. We have addressed this concern in the first revision of the Guidelines.
As the six different Domains, on which the Guidelines were based, are all considered
scientific fields, we argue that the Guidelines are scientifically grounded through the
inductive content analysis of the scientifically based data (see Appendix E and Figure 3.2).
The second first-order characteristic asks if the Guidelines are necessary? Chilton (2014)
agrees that "All the guidelines are useful, each in different ways." and so does Kasser (2014)
"None strike me as unnecessary. They all work together as a team." McNall (2014) on the
other hand, raises one question concerning Guideline number 13 and the way it was
formulated in the first draft of the Guidelines; “#13, as noted [13. Negating a frame also
activates it], does not make sense to me. The characteristic of which Guidelines are
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necessary is therefore something, which will be considered more in the section on
suggestions for future research.
On the question of whether the Guidelines are to be considered non-overlapping there were
quite a few comments in the feedback from experts. Maio (2014,) wrote “those on extrinsic
and intrinsic goals overlap with those on Schwartz's values to some degree" and Blackmore
(2014) commented “I think a number of them overlap as they are so interrelated, but it is
good to distinguish between different aspects of it. The construction of reality through
experience and language (frame creation), and the way we can connect to this through
framing (deep and surface) for instance".
Additionally, McClintock (2014) highlighted the possibility that what seamed to overlap
might also be a question of how to formulate and clarify the Guideline when noting "#7 and
#9 are similar. If distinct in your conception, perhaps work to clarify the difference.".
When we sent out the first prototype of the Guidelines to the experts we also asked for their
opinion if the Guidelines were specific enough to be useful. Schwartz (2014) noted “Greater
specificity in the guidelines themselves would probably not help, but training in how the
guidelines apply to specific situations is needed.” He is backed up by Basile (2014a) who
states "Yes. I think they are actually stronger here. Again, playing with an actual
application process and application example could help to answer this.".
So, for general specificity, the Guidelines are all adequate, but Chilton (2014) shows some
concern and concludes "More concreteness or specificity needed in some cases" particularly
concerning the statements 'language constructs reality', 'current societal structures', 'avoid
fact or information overload' and ' in order to overcome challenges around communication'.
Taking the above feedback into consideration, we can see the need for some clarification on
specificity, which could best be done in an actual training or application process. This would
provide the opportunity to give guidance on the application of the Guidelines and elaborate
more on what exactly is intended with each Guideline. We will further address this issue in
the section on limitations and future research.
Concerning the question of whether the Guidelines are general enough to be valid for other
narratives of radical change initiatives than the EUBI, we would argue that they are. On one
hand, they were not developed especially for the EUBI, but rather from a general point of
view approaching the need for a new values-oriented narrative.
On the other hand, the feedback from the experts suggested “They really contain a range of
good points, people engaged in creating a new "myth" (as J. Campbell would put it) or a
narrative for a sustainable and decent way of living for 8 billion + people on this little
beautiful planet, should consider." (Meinert 2014).
Above we discussed the scientific base of the 13 Guidelines developed in Research Question
2. They reflect the complexity of the challenge that the designing of a new narrative consists
of. As mentioned in the Purpose and Research Question section, one of the goals of our thesis
is to discuss how the proposed 13 Guidelines can improve the current narratives. Such
discussion can, hopefully, provide insights and examples of how narratives of radical change
initiatives could design better narratives, oriented by values.
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4.3 A new narrative for the EUBI
With Research Question one, we have identified the ways in which the narrative of the
European Citizen’s initiative for an Unconditional Basic Income appears not to be aligned
with the way that the values of the population of the European Union. In Research Question
two, we have conceived 13 Guidelines that could assist in the design of values-oriented
narratives. The following section aims at linking those two questions.
4.3.1 Providing a better alignment
Under the lens of the Guidelines, the identified misalignment can be explained and improved.
The recommendation of Guideline number 8 is to take into consideration the specific value
hierarchy of the audience in order to make the narrative relevant.
As we identified, through the data from the ESS, the specific hierarchy of values that the
citizens of the European Union hold appears to have not been taken into consideration. Thus,
following Guideline 8, would allow the EUBI initiative to understand that the narrative
should focus on activating Benevolence at the same level as Universalism.
Guideline number 7 further supports this idea. It gives advice to initiatives to work with the
Schwartz model and that the interconnectedness of the values represented in the model needs
to be taken into consideration. It also reminds the initiatives that values should be activated in
groups of similar ones, based on the bleed-over and the see-saw effects.
The bleed-over effect is described as, the effect where activating one value causes nearby
values to also be activated, whereas the see-saw effect depicts the fact that when certain
values are activated, the values that directly oppose them get weaker.
As we look into the circumference that represents all the values (see Figure 2.1), we can see
the location of the four most important values: Benevolence is adjacent to Universalism, with
Self-direction nearby. Security lies furthest apart, closest to Benevolence but with
Conformity and Tradition in between. Thus, the initiative should increase the activation of
Benevolence not only because it is adjacent to Universalism but also close to Self-Direction.
While, due to Guideline 8, one would think that Security would be important to activate, the
discussion around Guideline 7 seems to indicate that not activating Security could be
beneficial. Specifically, triggering Security would minimize the effect of the activation of
Self-direction due to the see-saw effect. Additionally, it would increase the activation of
Power through the bleed over-effect, which in turn, weakens Universalism, due to the seesaw effect.
This argument also seems to support the idea of not activating any other values, as they could
minimize the activation of Benevolence, Universalism and Self-direction. The exception
would be Tradition, as it is placed alongside Benevolence.
Yet, in the context of Strategic Sustainable Development, appealing to a value that is
centered on the idea of conservatism and in opposition to change does not seem wise as it can
become a double-edge sword. Some traditions, such as local production, can be considered
positive in terms of SSD. Yet, other traditions, more dominant ones such of growth, appear to
be less positive in terms of SSD. Thus, we believe that is better to avoid activating the idea of
tradition as a whole.
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Taking the recommendation of activating similar values at the same time into consideration,
it can be inferred that sub-values should also be activated in groups of similar ones. Thus, the
EUBI should focus on activating more sub-values, for instance, when it comes to
Universalism.
From all of the above, it seems that the narrative could be improved taking three changes into
consideration. The first is to focus on activating Benevolence in a similar degree of
Universalism and Self-direction. The second is to keep doing what has already been done in
terms of activating Universalism and Self-direction and keeping Security at a low level. The
third is to balance the activation of sub-values more.
4.3.2 A better overall design
While the analysis of the EUBI dealt with the specific question of alignment, the Guidelines
also provide overall assistance when it comes to designing a values-oriented narrative. The
first observation is derived from Guideline 6 and concerns the recognition that language is
key when constructing meaning and thus reality.
As presented in the introduction, humans constantly seek to give meaning to reality and they
do that largely through language. Recognizing that, implies that how you speak and what you
say matters, i.e. the narrative matters. This means, that to lead more people to action, the
EUBI needs to keep this in mind when presenting the idea of an UBI.
In practice this translates to a need for the initiative to consciously and strategically design a
narrative. Guidelines 1, 2 and 6 speak to this. While it is not possible to argue with certainty
that the EUBI has not been strategic about its narrative, the lack of alignment identified in
this thesis appears to suggest that, or at least, a more rigorous strategic approach could be
taken.
The EUBI should keep in mind Guideline 9 when designing the narrative and trying to
activate certain values. The list from the Guideline provides a relationship between a value
and words, making it easier to activate the value. For instance Benevolence is associated with
words like “honest” or “kindness”.
Finally, understanding the role of the narrative within the social structure is important as it
allows for an understanding of its potential power to affect change. Specifically, as
Guideline 3 argues, in terms of recognizing the power of the structure to inhibit change.
The EUBI appears to already recognize this, as the documents and interviews appear to
indicate that their narrative was not built around the possibility to introduce an UBI put rather
to raise awareness in the public and unite the people of the initiative. For example Cedric
says (2014) at some point that “gathering 1 million signatures, in my opinion, was the second
objective. The first one was to raise awareness and to bring the people together”. This idea is
confirmed by others like Adam (2014), “But in reality it was really never about influencing
the commission. It was a tool to unite the movement for a basic income towards the same
goal”, or David (2014), “I think the objective was, at least to make this a theme of debate”.
Through the Guidelines we are able to see ways that the narrative used by the EUBI could be
improved. The first observations regard alignment and can be summed up in the idea of
balancing the activation between and within three values: Benevolence, Universalism and
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Self-Direction. The second observations, which are more general, are mostly about having a
systems perspective when designing a narrative so no blind spots remain unseen.

4.4 Contributions to Strategic Sustainable Development
The final goal of our thesis is to understand the implications of the findings in the context of
Strategic Sustainable Development (SSD). Thus, the summarizing questions are: “What
contributions are we making to the field of SSD?” and “How can the knowledge of this
research contribute to bridging the gap towards a sustainable society?”.
First we will speak to how this research may contribute to a systematic approach to
sustainability. Secondly, we discuss how this study can assist in a greater success in
achieving sustainability. Finally, in the last part of this section we will discuss how the
particular topic of a values-oriented narrative may contribute to bridging the gap as
highlighted in the introduction.
4.4.1 A systematic approach to sustainability
From an overall perspective in the field of sustainability science, Mascia et al. (2003, 649)
mentions that the role of the social sciences in solving the sustainability challenges has
become increasingly important and he continues “Although it may seem counterintuitive that
the foremost influences on the success of environmental policy could be social, (...)
interventions are the product of human decision-making processes and require changes in
human behaviour to succeed. Thus, (...) policies and practices are inherently social
phenomena, as are the intended and unintended changes in human behaviour they induce.".
Accordingly, from what we could see in our introduction, a fact based communication alone,
due to human characteristics and how values, behavior change and narratives function, is not
creating enough change. Here we see a possibility to utilize the findings from this research to
advance, what may be, a more successful kind of sustainability communication based on
knowledge from the social sciences.
As discussed in section 1.8, from a strategic sustainable development perspective, it is useful
to first bring about a thorough understanding of the system within which you are operating.
Following that, the Guidelines are derived from a transdisciplinary approach. When looking
into potential aspects of a values-oriented narrative, we found the need to take several
different fields of science into consideration.
The six Domains discussed above and the merging of the data from the Domains into the
overarching Areas represent this transdisciplinary approach. We arrived at this approach from
a systems thinking perspective. Such a perspective acknowledges that in order to solve
challenges that are rooted within a system, as the sustainability challenge is, we cannot find a
solution by looking into each field of knowledge separately.
To look into the different fields separately suggests a compartmentalized approach, which
means that each field, however relevant, cannot in itself hold the overall solution to a systems
challenge. A systems perspective, on the other hand, have the potential of making complexity
visible and brings together and synthesizes research from many different fields so that a
solution, or a combination of solutions, to the challenges rooted in the system can be found.
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This transdisciplinary approach is, in our opinion, a strength of the Guidelines. They thereby
contribute to breaking the compartmentalizing structure and somewhat bridges the different
fields of knowledge addressed within the broader field of sustainability communication.
By doing this, a narrative crafted from the Guidelines may be one of many responses to the
call for a new sustainability communication based on values that goes beyond planning and
management and links the individual story to the greater story of the collective.
One of the weaknesses though, with this transdisciplinary approach of our research, is the
fact that none of us is an expert in all of the fields covered. Maio (2014) points to that saying
"They are in general agreement [with my field of knowledge], though, (...), they have to be
considered in the context of a need for more research on limitations and on relations between
different theoretical models."
In addition, as we have seen, there is a call for paradigm shifting ideas based on strong
ethical values within the field of sustainability science. It appears that the findings of the
misaligned narrative of the EUBI and also of the Domains, Areas and subsequently the
Guidelines may have the potential to shed some light on a new values-oriented sustainability
communication.
Furthermore, a values-oriented narrative highlight the link between individual choices and
sustainability challenges on multiple levels by providing a container. Thus, people coming
from different sectors wanting transformative change could, in alignment with these findings,
explore and combine relevant knowledge from both environmental and social science. This
would give an opportunity for stronger coordinated efforts and a more successful
communication by taking common values into consideration.
We would also argue that this research contribute in the way that we provide a better
understanding of the current problem by outlining the challenge of the communication,
specifically the misalignment of the narrative of the EUBI with the values that the citizens of
the European Union hold.
4.4.2 Achieving Sustainability
As outlined in the introduction, a common shared vision and definition of success is
fundamental if we want to contribute to designing the systematic unsustainable behavior out
of the system, which in this case would be the human society within the biosphere.
As part of his feedback on the Guidelines Meinert (2014) argues that "For the first time in
human history we need a shared narrative on sustainability, which works on a global scale
and independent from specific cultural or regional frames."
In alignment with the above mentioned fundamental need for a shared vision of success, we
agree on the need for a narrative which can tell this new common story. We also find it
interesting to see how the results of this study could contribute to a shared values-oriented
narrative on sustainability, focused to a larger extent on global solutions rather than
problems.
In his feedback on the Guidelines McClintock (2014) addresses the aspect of a systems
thinking perspective of the Guidelines from a slightly different angle, namely placing the
focus on the process of negotiated shared meaning as it is addressed in Guideline number 2
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which states: Be conscious that the described future is relevant and takes into consideration
the phenomenon of individual perceptions and negotiated shared meaning. The complex
process of creating shared meaning needs to be intentional and cannot be underestimated.
McClintock (2014) concludes: "Indeed this is the definition of communication that I prefer:
the creation of shared meaning (...) In my observation in sustainability here in the U.S., we
don't usually appear truly prepared for sharing meaning and too often expect to somehow
dictate outcomes.".
From an SSD perspective this idea of 'negotiated shared meaning' that emerged from our data
could be seen as a crucial component in the process of arriving at a shared definition of
success. We cannot be strategic without a shared definition of success within the system so
Guideline number 2 of 'negotiated shared meaning', therefore, sits at the heart of a strategic
approach when designing a narrative towards sustainability.
The Guideline number 1 picks up the idea of a narrative, to a large extent, being about
change. What kind of change we need is of course an outcome of how we envision our future
reality and how we define success. Following that, Guideline number 4 brings up the topic of
“(...) constructing a narrative for a future reality gives meaning. How we construct meaning
can change how we act.”.
In a practical context these examples may show the possibility and bring into the process the
potential of the Guidelines to assist in creating more awareness around how we envision our
future and what the gap between the world we have and the world we envision looks like.
This brings us to the next section on how the Guidelines could help us assist this gap.
4.4.3 Guidelines for bridging the gap
In the introduction we presented the concept of the gap between the current society and a
sustainable society. The idea of bridging the gap points to how we can effectively implement
sustainable development, which we defined as “the strategic path from our current
unsustainable society to a sustainable society, through the elimination of the systemic
violations of the sustainability principles”. We then identified how our current fact-based
communication around sustainability could be seen as having not been very successful in
inspiring enough action to bridge that gap.
The Guidelines, when combined with the FSSD and the sustainability principles as a
definition for sustainability, have, in our opinion, a great potential, through a values-oriented
narrative, to shift perspectives and to inspire and support more of the radical change towards
sustainability that we argue is needed. The needed behavior change is not happening by itself,
though. Initiatives need to spark the engagement of humans, starting with the individual, but
also to bring individual action together on a collective level. Finding practical solutions to the
sustainability challenges demands navigating in a complex reality.
As outlined above in the introduction, in any kind of sustainability endeavor, upon which you
embark on strategically, you will need to start by identifying the different parts of the
complex system the initiative is part of. The FSSD offers a strategic, systematic and
structured way of understanding the strengths and weaknesses of the system (Waldron et al.
2008) and particularly how we can successfully navigate together in the system towards
sustainability.
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As we have seen from the above, looking at each of the Guidelines, several of them bring
forth the idea of a shared future, a shared meaning and also the idea on how reality, at least to
some extent, is a social construct. This feature of the Guidelines speaks to the systems
perspective of a co-created vision of where we, as an initiative or a society, want to see
ourselves in a common future. When creating a common vision supported by a common
narrative, one is addressing the first steps of how to envision success.
In a common vision of success lies the potential to address many different needs and also
outline the gap between where we are right now and where we want to be in the future and
why it is so. This example points to the first steps of acting strategically. In order to change
things we need to know where we are going and where we are departing from. This gives us
the opportunity to strategically bridge the gap and prioritize among the different suggested
actions.
We argue that this study is contributing to the strategic level of the SSD by pointing to the
values as a prioritization question. In order to arrive at success we need to make sure that the
values are taken into consideration to the extent and in the way needed as spoken to in
Guidelines 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11. When considering values and their characteristics as a
prioritization question we also need to point to and manage possible trade-offs in a strategic
way. How do the values interact with and influence each other? To what extent do the
different values support each other and to what extent do they hinder long-term success?
Another contribution to bridging the gap can be seen as utilizing the Guidelines as a tool for
crafting a new story, not only for the EUBI but also for radical change initiatives in general.
This could encompass, for instance, the ideas of degrowth and shared economy. Since, the
Guidelines where not explicitly crafted with the intention to design a narrative for the EUBI,
we propose that there is a general approach to them which would imply that they could be
equally useful for other radical change initiatives.
This general approach draws from the idea of collectively creating the future we want and
which is needed within the constraints of the ecological and social sustainability principles.
In order to not only tell a fact-based story of doom and gloom we can draw on the potential
of stories to hold up a mirror to our own lives, help us make sense of our difficulties and joys
and also have the capacity of imparting hope, truth and understanding.
This goes well with the SSD approach of working from a shared vision of the world we want
to create together and thereby supporting the strategic societal transition towards bridging the
gap. It would be beneficial to combine the narrative with other actions so as to create a
positive feedback loop reinforcing the strategic approach in a combination of short and longterm actions.
At the strategic level the prioritization questions help the actors to also manage potential
trade-offs. Regarding this, Meinert (2014) touches a crucial point on Guideline number 3;
"Current societal structures, e. g. growth paradigm that keep companies focused more on
quantitative growth than qualitative growth, hinders opportunities for new behavior. The new
narrative needs to take this into consideration when pointing to future solutions." and he
develops it by saying "it is very important to implement these structures as a starting point
(to ""root"" the narrative in our world) and to describe how to overcome these structures to
give birth to something new (""the dragon, which has to be killed"") - in our case to
overcome the economic frame, which originated in a world of scarcity". We consider this as
well to be valid feedback on the strategic level and agree on the strategic importance of
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assuring that the new narrative is taking the current reality into consideration so as to act as a
true bridge between the old and the new.
Developing the Guidelines is a first attempt to bring some of the different pieces, needed for
designing this new narrative together, see the limitations and further research section below
for this as well. In line with Miller (2012) the new narrative would then emphasize the
preferred future.
For this reason and from a systems perspective, the Guidelines encompass how humans
function, how we construct reality, how values can drive behavior change as well as the
building blocks of a narrative and the importance of acknowledging the participatory
approach. These are all, as this research shows, essential pieces, perhaps not the only ones,
but still essential pieces, of 'The Stories We Tell, of a values-oriented narrative of radical
change initiatives towards sustainability.'

4.5 Limitations and future research
4.5.1 Limitations
Regarding Research Question 1, we can see some methodological limitations. For the
analysis we have bundled all documents in a single narrative, yet the documents targeted
different audiences. This means that nuances of the narrative, based on the audience, could
have been missed.
Another important limitation is the use of the data collection methods. Are documents a good
source to identify a narrative that was mostly based on the face-to-face contact in the streets,
while collecting signatures?
For instance, are the documents that we considered ‘endorsed’ by the initiative through the
presence of a link from their webpage, a reflection of the narrative of the initiative? These are
questions that would need to be answered by using different data collection procedures as, for
instance, direct observation.
Regarding the data analysis, a significant limitation is that even though we have based our
analysis on similar research, the method used still presents clear weaknesses. It is based on
comparing relative and absolute scales.
The activation of the values of the narrative is based on a scale that relates the different
values with each other (x% of the total activation) while the scales of the ESS are absolute
and the grading of each value only concerns the value in itself. Thus, the findings are not as
solid as they could be. Finally, the findings only hold for the case study we used.
We can also see some methodological limitations regarding Research Question 2. The data
collection was completed by using the technique of an open literature review and
snowballing, starting from four initial known sources. This method allowed us to incorporate
many different fields that could have an impact on a values-oriented narrative. This could be
considered a strength of the research.
However, the method chosen for data collection also has some limitations. There is a
possibility that we might have missed some important sources, either by author or by topic.
There is also a possibility that we might have not been open enough to different leads and
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thereby missed whole topics. Our limited knowledge of the different fields may also have
influenced the data collection. Due to the many different fields of research, we also decided
to only use three broad databases. This could also pose a limitation in that we might have had
a different result of the data collection if we would have chosen other databases.
The first data analysis, which resulted in the Domains, showed some limitations. How could
we be sure that we, despite several readings actually, choose the correct Domains? We were
careful to assess if we might have missed a field or if we had added a field, which did not
make sense, however, we did not use any scientific method to do that – other than collective
assessment and understanding of the material.
The Guidelines were crafted as a team effort, but we are aware of the fact that there is a
possibility to draw other conclusions from the Areas on what Guidelines might be reasonable
to develop from the data. Therefore, we want to point to the limits of this work and
acknowledge the fact that the strategy of dealing with complexity that was chosen should not
be understood as the only one.
4.5.2 Future research
Our suggestions for future research will logically put emphasis on different ways of working
with and developing the Guidelines. We see two main paths forward that could be further
researched.
The first one we would call the research path, which would include more and further
developed research around the actual Guidelines and their scientific grounding in the
different Domains. The other one is the practitioner path, where the main question would be:
How to make the Guidelines more user friendly also for non-academia? In the following we
will speak to both of these two paths.
Concerning the research path we would suggest a deepened research around the different and
potential scientific fields that should be taken into consideration as a basis for values-oriented
narratives. This research developed six different Domains but, as stated in the section above
on limitations, there may be Domains that are still missing or Domains that should be merged
or otherwise developed further. For instance, to do a full literature review of each of the
fields that formed the Domains was not in the scope of this thesis. This could preferably be
further researched so as to ensure that there were no data missing, either as a Domain in itself
or within the Domain.
Another aspect of the research path is to develop and research around the actual Guidelines.
Due to natural time constraints within the scope of a master thesis, we were not able to
elaborate extensively on the Guidelines. We see a need to research around this, both from a
scientific point of view so as to validate them and as well to research on how they would be
applied in a 'real world' context. In a 'real world' context research could also elaborate on how
to define a radical change initiative.
Concerning the practitioner path and how to make the Guidelines fully operationalized we
see a few different options. The first approach could be to develop a full scale process on
how to work with the Guidelines in creating a narrative, who to engage in writing the
narrative and how to run the process in itself in order to ensure a strategic as well as
participatory approach within the initiative. Such a process can be quite challenging. Basile
(2014a) therefore recommends “I think the other aspect to building great narratives is
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recognizing how they might extend, stretch or break current frames. The latter two can be
quite uncomfortable.”.
The second approach would be on how to further elaborate on the Guidelines and develop
some type of training for practitioners. This approach is supported by Schwartz (2014) who
suggests some future work on how to guide practitioners in using the Guidelines and build a
values-oriented narrative.
The third approach could be to develop a workbook for practitioners. Meinert (2014)
concludes "It's not possible to write a new myth on your own. What about the circumstances
these new narratives are constructed, who might in which form participate? Who ""designs""
the narrative? Ideas and pre-conditions for an iterative and inclusive process of narrative
creation? (...) I would try to use a more simple language, more like an adventurous tour
guide for an unknown land or a work book for practitioners (…) to increase the impact of
your work”.
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5 Conclusion
Bridging the gap between a sustainable society and our current situation has been the
overarching topic of this thesis. Despite the urgency of the challenge we face in terms of
unsustainable practices and of all the efforts humankind have allocated to correct the
situation, it looks like we are not having enough change to bridge the gap. This appears to be
rooted in a lack of action despite the level of awareness and also the fact that the change we
have is not radical enough.
How we communicate sustainability and the change needed has been pointed out as a
contributor to this lack of change. The current communication model is criticized and it has
been argued that a model based in compelling narratives based on people’s values could help
the situation. Yet, the empirical evidence that support this criticism is sparse and there are no
concrete solutions to the problem.
Based on the above, we set to find out if 1) this situation is really an issue and 2) if that is
true, what could be done to improve the situation. With Research Question 1, using the EUBI
as a case-study, we found that that the narrative shows misalignment with the values of the
citizens of the European Union at three levels: in terms of how the values are ranked, how
much each value is activated in comparison with how important it is for the population and
finally how the activation of the sub-values is distributed.
Research Question 2 contributed with a potential solution through a literature review and
expert feedback. We have identified 13 Guidelines that could guide the design of a valuesoriented narrative. The Guidelines that were structured under the sub-headings of narrative
content, motivational content and connecting with frames were identified from seven
knowledge Areas that guarantee their wholeness. We also found how, through the
Guidelines, the narrative of the EUBI could be improved, for instance through a stronger
activation of Benevolence.
We argue that we make contributions in the following ways to the SSD. The first contribution
is to overall sustainability science, in terms of shedding light on the issue from a systems
perspective. When utilizing the Guidelines as a tool in strategically overcoming the above
described misalignment and inspiring more action to bridge the gap, the second contribution
to SSD may be in crafting a potentially more successful narrative as part of a new
sustainability communication. Finally, we contribute to SDD by describing how our findings
could contribute to a more strategic approach to sustainability, in alignment with the FSSD,
which importance we highlighted in the introduction.
In the end, we discussed the limitations of our work, specifically in terms of methodology.
Our future research points into two streams: how to make the Guidelines better, for example
through the better understanding of the Domains used to build them. The second stream
regards the practical application of the Guidelines. In this case we believe that the
development of training for practitioners could be an interesting future research.
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Appendix E – Experts for the survey in RQ 2
Name

Field

1.

Clara Fang

Sustainability Communication

2.

Dave Newport

Environmental Science

3.

Elena Blackmore

Values and Framing; co-author of
the Common Cause Handbook

4.

Prof. George Basile

Sustainability Science

5.

Prof. Paul Chilton

Linguistics

6.

Prof. G. Maio

Priming and acting on Values

7.

Sacha Meinert

Sustainability Communication

8.

Prof. Scott G. McNall

Sustainability Communication

9.

Scott McClintock

Sustainability Communication

10. Prof. Shalom Schwartz

Human values, cultural similarities
and differences

11. Prof. Tim Kasser

Psychology

Current Work
Sustainability Manager of Towson
University
Director, Environmental Center of
University of Colorado Boulder
Public Interest Research Centre
Professor at Arizona State University,
School of Sustainability
Professor of Linguistics, University of
Lancaster, UK
School of Psychology
Cardiff University
IPA - Institut für prospektive Analysen
Professor of sociology, provost emeritus at
California State University- Chico.
PHD Candidate of Arizona State University
Professor of Psychology,
The Hebrew University of Jerusalem
& The Higher School of Economics,
Moscow
Professor of Psychology, Knox Collage
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Appendix G - Activation of Values in the narrative of the EUBI
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Appendix I – Summary of ESS data
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Appendix J – Connection of the six Domains
It is important to point out that the formation of the Domains (see figure below) is a first
approach to structure the data, which was a result of the open literature review. The design of
the structure does not intend to weigh the Domains due to their importance, nor should it be
seen as a finalized state of all the Domains that could be relevant.
Nevertheless, we argue that each of the six Domains attributed valuable knowledge and
aspects from their field to our Research Question. The Domain of Constructivism (6) puts the
whole research around a values-oriented narrative into a systems perspective that is taking
into consideration the construction of reality of the individual as well as the collective. At the
center of this research result we find the Domain of Nature and Features of Values (2).
Values represent a strong driving force behind many of our attitudes and behaviors and are
imbedded in the theory around Narratives (1). Finally, the interaction of the Domains
Framing and Priming (5), Extrinsic and Intrinsic Goals (4) as well as the acknowledgment of
the unique characteristics of humans within the Domain of Insights from Psychology (3)
represent the complex process of activation and motivation of values.

Figure: Connection of the six Domains
From the above we can see the relevance of each of the Domains as well as how they interact
and complement each other.
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